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ABSTRACT
John Joseph Maenhout: Sonic Representations of Categorical Difference in Diegetic Video
Game Music
(Under the direction of Andrea Bohlman)
In artistic works combining music and narration, composers have long used music to
make statements about the works’ characters. Though much related scholarship exists concerning
opera and film, little has been written about video game music and characters. This thesis argues
that video game composers have used diegetic music – music making in which game characters
participate – to draw attention to the categorical differences that distinguish characters of
minority groups from the game’s majority. Drawing from scholarship on music and gender,
critical race theory, and traditional Western music theory, I argue that the characters in three Fire
Emblem games perform music inspired by real-world musical stereotypes associated with
women and racially peripheral groups. Finally, I identify and fill, through a proposed syllabus, a
lacuna in game music pedagogy so that undergraduate students might be taught to critically
engage with these subject matters in and through video games.
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Introduction: Diegetic Music-Making in Virtual Game Worlds
Some Thoughts About Fun
It is quite natural that we should tend to conceive music as lying within the sphere of
play… [since it] bears at the outset all the formal characteristics of play. […] [Music]
transports audience and performers alike out of “ordinary” life into a sphere of gladness.
[…] In other words, it “enchants” and “enraptures” them.1
If you were to ask a musician why they engage in music making, you would be sure to
receive a myriad of responses. For some, music transports them to another world, a world where
their troubles dissolve away. For others, music acts as a source of comfort in trying times.
Ultimately, almost all musicians would probably agree: making music can be fun. This is not to
say that music’s primary function is to induce feelings of amusement; on the contrary, works
such as J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew Passion and Penderecki’s Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima
exemplify music’s ability to commemorate, mourn, and induce feelings of sadness. For this
reason, I use “fun” following the definition set forth by Tim Summers: “‘Fun’ is not synonymous
with ‘happy’ or ‘winning’, but the emotional reward for engagement.”2
In academia and other “serious”-natured environments, fun is often an unspoken taboo.
Especially in traditional musicological circles, thinking of musicking as first and foremost a fun
activity bears little credence. After all, preconceived notions of fun are quite incompatible with –
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Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1949), 42.
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Tim Summers, Understanding Video Game Music (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 204.
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as Summers puts it – “the grumpy glare of Beethoven,”3 the idea that Western art music is
“serious,” the result of “genius,” suffering, and hardship in an attempt to create true beauty. This
is, in part, the reason why performers and musicologists tend to “butt heads,” as it were;
performers have fun, while musicologists engage in “criticism” and “analysis” – in other words,
the “real work.”
Game music studies – both initially and presently – has received a fair amount of
pushback from musicologists studying Western “art music.” But musicology itself struggled,
historically, to gain credibility among other academic fields at its outset.4 A possible explanation
should by now be obvious: both music and games can be fun! However, just as Bach and
Penderecki created works that can be simultaneously fun to perform and profoundly sad in their
content, so too can video games be fun to play while expressing emotionally complex content. In
the Summerian sense of the term, both music and video games are fun because they act as
interactive and interpretive mediums through which humans can extract meaning and highly
personal interpretation. Further, both playing music and playing games rely on human bodies,
multisensory perception, and an acute awareness of the passage of time. As Kiri Miller observes
in the first-ever ethnographic study of game music,
I’ve never seen video-game players as automatons with glazed eyes glued to a screen;
instead, I recognize the same focused attention, intense engagement, and deep pleasure
I’ve experienced when playing from a musical score or performing challenging
choreography.5
At its core, this thesis project is about fun. More specifically, this thesis interrogates fun
as a deeply engaging tool in video games through which players can extract musical meaning.
3

Summers, Understanding Video Game Music, 203.
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William Cheng, Sound Play: Video Games and the Musical Imagination (Oxford; New York: Oxford University
Press, 2014), 4.
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Kiri Miller, Playing Along: Digital Games, YouTube, and Virtual Performance (Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press, 2012), 222.
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Humans have long looked to such artistic outlets as literature, theater, opera, and film as forms of
escapism. However, these media most often feature strong divides between “participant” and
“observer.” Video games, though, are unique in that they require mental and bodily engagement
from their audience: the player. In order to complete a game, players must be totally immersed in
– and skilled at – the games they play.
This master’s thesis is most concerned with diegetic vocal performance in games, that is,
music performed by game characters. Due to the intensely interactive nature of video games,
players are forced to confront and engage with game characters and the music they create. In my
own gaming experience (now verging on twenty-two years), I have observed that characters
embodying any form of categorical difference – whether it be gender, race, or otherwise – often
meet the player with music intended to reinforce or caricature this difference.
Chapter 1 of this thesis takes Fire Emblem Fates (2015) as its case study. The entire
game’s narrative is centered on the deuteragonist Azura’s singing voice. She is, in effect, the
Deus ex Machina; whenever the player encounters a life-threatening situation, Azura can sing to
fix the problem by weakening her enemies or strengthening her allies. Such power, however,
comes at a price: her life. This chapter synthesizes scholarship on the voice with gender in opera,
film, and literature to explain the many complex tropes intertwined in Azura’s character,
including the selfless martyr, singing diva, and sinister seductress.
In Chapter 2, the game Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance (2005) and its sequel Fire
Emblem: Radiant Dawn (2007) are examined. The narratives of both games provide a heavy
focus on race relations between the characters; many of the human characters are slave owners,
with the slaves being a race of animalistic shape-shifters called laguz (or, as the humans call
them, “sub-humans”). The literal equation of slaves with animals sounds eerie and disturbing

3

resonances of the Trans-Pacific Slave Trade, not just historically but also musically. One group
of laguz, white-winged birds called herons, engage in a freely metric oral musical tradition
seemingly meant to invoke images of the primitive, exotic, and non-literate. Through the analysis
of heron song, one can come to understand the assumptions and stereotypes commonly
associated with enslaved or otherwise culturally peripheral peoples.
Rather than undertaking another case study, Chapter 3 takes a pedagogical turn. The
chapter surveys known courses on video game music, arriving at the conclusion that there is
currently no course being taught on the intersections of feminist theory and ludomusicology. In
an effort to fill this lacuna, the chapter ends with a 15-week syllabus that could be used in an
undergraduate classroom for students of varying ludomusical experience. The syllabus “proper”
is supplemented by weekly meta-commentaries detailing the pedagogical choices behind each
week’s assignments and topics.
Diegetic Game Music
In his groundbreaking monograph on music and gaming culture, Sound Play, William
Cheng notes that “musicality – whether in conservatories, academia, or online gameworlds –
carries symbolic capital.”6 Though this makes sense in the context of Cheng’s case studies –
specifically player-performed music in The Lord of the Rings Online – this claim has a fairly
limited application. The project at hand will present examples of character-performed diegetic
music wherein the opposite is the case. In the games described below, the reader will come to
find that music performance in certain gameworlds serves to draw attention to characters who are
lacking in power – whether it be physical, social, or systemic.

6

Cheng, Sound Play, 118.
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Film music scholar David Neumeyer defines diegetic music as “sound in the universe in
which the story takes place,” a definition that can easily be applied in game music studies.7
When, for example, the character Phantom in Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle (2017) sings his
aria prior to the player fighting him, he is performing diegetically. The player-controlled
characters are acutely aware that Phantom is singing not only because sound occurs, but because
he is moving his mouth and body in ways that heavily imply vocal production.8 Another clear
example is the guitarist K.K. Slider from the Animal Crossing: City Folk (2008). If the player
chooses to visit the coffee shop during an evening that Slider is there, the player can ask him to
perform a song of their choosing (a request he will always accept). Again, the diegesis of Slider’s
performance is made evident by his mouth moving and paws strumming the guitar in ways that
are logically consistent with the music being heard.9
While there is currently no published scholarship focused on diegetic game music, some
works do reference diegetic game music as part of their argument. For example, Kiri Miller
mentions that there is very little non-diegetic music in games in the Grand Theft Auto series; play
is accompanied by in-game radio stations the player can choose from while driving a car.10 A
similar situation is found in Cheng’s analysis of Fallout 3 (2008). The game takes place in a
post-apocalyptic, nuclear-induced wasteland wherein radio stations play only pre-existing music
(not newly-composed for the game). Cheng surmises that the lack of new music following
nuclear fallout stems from “the unwillingness or inability of traumatized survivors to create new
7

David Neumeyer, “Diegetic/Nondiegetic: A Theoretical Model,” Music and the Moving Image 2, no. 1 (2009): 3.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH-cpqE-efw&t=107s. All links mentioned in this thesis accessed 28 February
2018.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a4DF-Esh2bg
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Kiri Miller, “Jacking the Dial: Radio, Race, and Place in ‘Grand Theft Auto’,” Ethnomusicology 51, no. 3 (2007):
402.

5

tunes following global atrocity.” He continues, “The shock of nuclear war appears to have
drained all artistic impulse from the world, with day-to-day survival overtaking creative activity
in the hierarchy of basic needs.”11 Cheng’s observations here have an influence on this project;
his is one of the first readings of inferences made about in-game characters and cultures based on
that game’s diegetic music, the focal point of this line of inquiry.
The diegetic game music that has received the most scholarly attention is performed in
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (1998). Near the beginning of the player’s adventure, the
main character is given an ocarina with which to accomplish certain tasks; buttons on the
controller are assigned musical note names which, when played in a certain order, cause the
player to perform a particular piece. For example, if the player inputs ||: A, C-down, C-up :||
(note names D4, F4, D5, where middle C is C4), the character will perform the “Song of
Storms,” causing it to rain. Ocarina performance in this game stands apart from games like
Grand Theft Auto and Fallout 3 wherein the diegetic music stems from a non-human source, the
radio. Character-generated live performance, like Link playing the ocarina, is the kind of diegetic
music examined in this project.
While this is not necessarily the case in Ocarina of Time, Miller and Cheng have argued
that the diegetic music in Grand Theft Auto and Fallout 3 is meant to convey information about
those games’ characters. As any other time when creators portray characters, this music (often
unintentionally) presents itself as an opportunity to reinforce racism, sexism, ableism, and other
systemic inequalities. Hip-hop music plays on the radio whenever the (black male) character
commits a robbery in Grand Theft Auto, illustrating connections between the music, race,
gender, and morality. The lack of newly composed radio music in Fallout 3 illustrates, for

11

Cheng, Sound Play, 23.
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Cheng, an emotional emptiness and trauma experienced by the game’s characters that is not at all
conducive to the creation of original music.
Such instances – in addition to the ones that serve as major case studies for this thesis –
demonstrate music’s ability to (perhaps subconsciously) perpetuate harmful stereotypes about
members of minority groups. In these cases, music has capacity to be instrumentalized “as an
acoustical medium for evil,” as Suzanne Cusick has reminded us, noting that “The thing we have
revered for an ineffability to which we attribute moral and ethical value is revealed as morally
and ethically neutral – as just another tool in human beings’ blood-stained hands.”12 Of course,
context is important here. While Cusick speaks of music as torture, used to inflict agony on
living, breathing human beings, I write of virtual characters, animated drawings with no actual
agency or autonomy. But psychological violence has its consequences as well, and I would
underscore that representations of virtual characters bear very real consequences for human
beings with flesh.13 The penultimate section of this introduction serves to address this issue,
highlighting the rather weak disparities – though strong in perception – that divide the real and
the virtual.
Fluid Boundaries of the Real and Virtual
While many people may be conditioned to think of the words “real” and “virtual” as
polar opposites, academic work on the subject has explored the relationship between the two and
found far more similarities than differences. According to Marie-Laure Ryan, real and virtual
worlds “exist in a dialectical relation rather than in one of radical opposition: the virtual is not
that which is deprived of existence, but that which possesses the potential, or force of developing
12

Suzanne Cusick, “Musicology, Torture, Repair,” Radical Musicology 3 (2008): paras. 2-4.
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For reasons that will be made apparent in the next section, I purposefully try to avoid the term “real.”
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into actual existence.”14 As Summers puts it, “physical manifestation is not a criterion for being
real – ideas and prejudices are real, even if they are not concretely incarnate.”15 Unlike in Las
Vegas, “what happens in gameworlds rarely stays in gameworlds.”16 That is to stay, in the
context of this project, problematic representations of minority game characters hold resonances
beyond the game world, even if the characters themselves are not “real” in some senses of the
word. After all, living people are responsible for the creation and representations of these
fictional characters, and the fictional undoubtedly influences our senses of truth. Summers notes
that the popularity and proliferation of video games set in Ancient Rome mean that “the
cinematic Rome and the fictional history is more familiar than the ‘real’ historical Rome.”17 I
argue here that such circumstances create – to use a Baudrillardian term – “hyperreality,”
wherein fiction becomes more credible – and visible – than actual history and reality.18
Hyperreality is especially dangerous in video games due to the high level of interactivity
involved for the player; they are not passive recipients of the alternate reality, but active
participants in it. Karen Collins theorizes the game controller as “a tool that functions as an
extension of the self.”19 Cheng further theorizes this level of interactivity between gamers and
games, asserting that video games offer us an opportunity to reimagine our lives and abilities,
whether as a wizard with magical powers or a criminal steering a getaway car. He suggests that,

14

Marie-Laure Ryan, “Cyberspace, Virtuality, and the Text,” Cyberspace Textuality: Computer Technology and
Literary Theory (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999), 88.
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Summers, Understanding Video Game Music, 85.
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Cheng, Sound Play, 14.
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Summers, Understanding Video Game Music, 111.
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Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994), 81.
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Quoted in Stephanie Lind, “Active Interfaces and Thematic Events in the Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time,”
Music Video Games: Performance, Politics, and Play (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016), 85.
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Play is about more than make-believe; it’s about re-making belief, redrawing frontiers of
the imagination through performances of actions, identities, and ideologies previously
unfulfilled.20
Product placements within games, or other references to earthly items/locations in game worlds,
further complicate ideas of real/virtual and interactivity. Kiri Miller describes one such situation
in a Grand Theft Auto game:
A commercial music release [in the real world] might reach listeners as a CD, an
overplayed radio track, club music for dancing, a legal or illegal download, the audio
component of a music video, and so on. But the music of GTA: San Andreas reaches
players as they actively navigate a particular digital city while occupying the virtual body
of a particular twenty-something black man.21
We see here that music specifically can forge strong relationships with and connections between
the virtual worlds and the planet Earth. (Sub)Conscious resonances occur within the player
while, for example, controlling a fictional character and hearing music they first heard outside of
the context of the game. The real/virtual divide therefore crumbles not only under the weight of
its own logical inconsistencies, but also through deliberate attempts on the part of game
designers to construct similar acoustical worlds.

Video Games as (Musical) Texts
This thesis approaches video games as text, musical and otherwise. Films, operas, and
other musical works have long been treated analytically as texts by academics, that is, as
unchanging creations that can be read and experienced the same way by multiple people.22
While Western musical compositions in and of themselves are often fairly fixed and linear, the
same cannot be said for video game soundtracks. While “Defying Gravity” will always end Act I
20

Cheng, Sound Play, 5.

21

Miller, “Jacking the Dial,” 405-6.

22

See, for example: Wade 2013, Groos 1988, Bergman 2013, and Ng 2014.
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of Stephen Schwartz’s 2003 musical Wicked, the occurrence of music in video games largely
responds to the player’s actions. As I present my readings of two specific games in the chapters
that follow, I claim that video games, too, can be read as musical texts despite the nonlinear
nature of most game music. While the function of much game music enables the player’s
decisions to influence harmonic progression, timbre, tempo, and a range of other musical
parameters, some of the music being examined in the following two chapters – like “Defying
Gravity” – has set a place in the games’ narratives that cannot be changed by players’ actions or
decisions.
Consider the music and sounds a player might hear in the first few minutes of playing
Pokémon Stadium (1998). Upon starting the game, the player is greeted with an enthusiastic
exclamation from Pikachu (Pokémon’s mouse-like mascot) followed by the “Opening Demo”
music.23 The player can choose to listen to this cue in its entirety or skip it by pressing the Start
button, causing a quick fade-out of the music. Following either option, the “Title” music plays.24
Unlike the “Opening Demo” music, which has a finite conclusion, the “Title” music will loop
until the player presses the Start button to begin the game proper. This brings the player to the
Select screen where one of three game modes can be chosen, accompanied by the “Map”
music.25 Unheard in the track, however, is the sound effect made each time the player moves the
cursor. Even through the brief and rather non-critical sample of the opening moments of play, the
exact music and sounds heard will vary from player to player.
The start-up of Pokémon Stadium is quite tame in terms of possible differences in player
listening experiences. Certain games are linear in that you must always do thing X before
23

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SJLAee0WJg&index=1&list=PLwfGz5L2VZJe6btTpq9HWjkxsK8Txi5Hp
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25
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moving on to thing Y, as in this example. However, others are laid out as open worlds across
which the player can complete many of the games’ tasks in any order they wish. One such game
is The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (2011). After completing the game’s tutorial, the player is
permitted to either begin completing the Main Quests (goals that, when completed, advance the
game’s central narrative) or the quite literally infinite number of Side Quests (activities that often
offer interesting rewards, lore, and character development, but which do not count toward the
player’s completion of the game proper). Players wishing to complete the game must complete
all of the Main Quests, but none of the Side Quests are mandatory. Imagine two hypothetical
players. Both of these players complete the Main Quests, but Player A decides to complete the
College of Winterhold side quests while Player B completes the Dark Brotherhood side quests.
Though by the end both players technically completed the same game, Player A never
experienced the Dark Brotherhood music, while Player B never heard the Winterhold music.
The musical experience of any particular video game is drastically impacted by the
personality and goals of the player. While some goal-focused players might be content with only
completing what is necessary in a game, other players may feel more inclined to explore every
nook and cranny that the game has to offer. YouTube users who game often upload videos of
themselves playing, and there are many examples of the Skyrim game described above. YouTube
user Grohlvana recorded approximately 110 hours of gameplay before he considered the game
“completed,”26 while YouTube user VintageBeef played for only about 39 hours to achieve the
same level of satisfaction.27
This is all to say, it would be quite problematic to think of game music as an unchanging,
linear text. Though the majority of games feature an official soundtrack that can be purchased,
26

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdx-MmfUterw3siGQKvn7hnE6_nMscQ_t
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such soundtracks do not accurately resemble the myriad ways in which gamers can experience
that music. While an audience could easily sit down and listen to the entirety of, for instance,
Beethoven’s “Eroica” symphony from measure one through the fourth movement’s final chord,
there is no analogous listening possibility for game music. The game’s comprehensive sonic
output is completely dependent on the ways in which the player interacts with the game; there
can be no singular, definitive text. Karen Collins encourages ludomusicologists to think of video
games “not as texts but as sites of participation and practice where players construct
meanings.”28 In what follows, I consider diegetic game music central to the value games place in
interactivity and meaning formation. Though I cannot exert agency over the first violinist in the
orchestra, I can very well control the characters (read: performers) in the games that will be
discussed. Through dissecting these infinitely complicated layers of agency, meaning,
interactivity, and text, we can begin to understand the equally complex systems of power at work
both in our lives and, thus, in virtual game worlds.

28

Karen Collins, Playing with Sound: A Theory of Interacting with Sound and Music in Video Games (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 2013), ix.
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Chapter 1: Female Vocality and Gendered Performance in Fire Emblem Fates
Introduction
You are standing by a lake, reflecting on recent traumatic events as the wind blows
through your hair and the blades of grass sway at your feet.1 Suddenly, you hear a female voice
singing unaccompanied, which immediately grabs your attention. After a few phrases of singing,
some high-pitched, ethereal-sounding xylophones join in accompaniment. Noticing your
presence after her cadence, she turns around to reveal a first clear view of her body: longhaired,
slim, bright-eyed, and dressed in elegant clothing embroidered with intricate designs. She is
beautiful (Figure 1).
Figure 1

The player’s first view of Azura.2

1

Link to videos referenced in this chapter:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9H_Eq3c0PvTUGZ1Q3BzZ1NNRXc?usp=sharing. See Figure 6 for a
condensed description of each video.

2

All images in this thesis are screen captures by the author, unless otherwise noted.

15

Such is the player’s introduction to the character Azura in Nintendo’s single-player,
tactical role-playing video game Fire Emblem Fates (2015). In each entry of the Fire Emblem
franchise (of which Fates: Birthright, Conquest, and Revelation is the thirteenth), players take
turns with the enemy controlling characters (each with unique names, personalities, and abilities)
on grid-based maps in an attempt to fight and defeat an enemy army. In between “chapters” (the
actual fighting/playing of the game), there are cutscenes wherein the characters speak to one
another and advance the plot. Such a format is quite common among video games: Tim Summers
notes that “video games typically fuse ludic (that is, play-/rule-based) and narrative (that is,
story-/event-based) elements.”3 While many of these scenes are interactive (the player must press
a button to advance to the next line of dialogue), others are more cinematic in nature and feature
full voice acting. In Fire Emblem Fates Azura’s singing voice is often the focal point of these
cinematic cutscenes and serves as this chapter’s main analytical inquiry.
Azura is a songstress, a character who can bring about supernatural phenomena through
her singing. On the battlefield, players can move Azura next to an allied character that has
already taken their turn and, by singing to them, energizes them and allows them to act again.
While this is the only function of Azura’s voice on the battlefield (aside from one specific
exception to be discussed later), the various abilities granted to Azura through her singing serve
as a central plot point throughout the game’s entirety. Particularly in the cinematic cutscenes,
Azura’s singing is framed as highly performative and the undivided center of attention. Though
her voice is beautiful and she accomplishes many goals through her singing, it becomes clear as
the game progresses that Azura experiences excruciating pain following each performance of her
song. At the end of the game, it is revealed that the main antagonists can be defeated only if
Azura sings an especially powerful song that also ends in her death. The martyred suffering and
3
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freely given self-sacrifice of a beautiful woman is put on display as an aesthetic spectacle for the
benefit of others; Azura happily surrenders her life to ensure the world’s safety. What might be
learned from listening to her song more carefully?
Western scholarship on vocality serves as the chapter’s primary point of reference. While
the case study in question is a video game, the cinematic nature of many of the cutscenes and the
style of Azura’s singing show that opera and film are obvious points of comparison with similar
modes of storytelling. This theoretical move has precedent. Summers urges game scholars to also
consider the inherent similarities between games and film. In his monograph, he tracks the
entangled histories of the two mediums, noting that “games emulate film in an attempt to gain
the artistic legitimacy and prestige afforded film.”4 He also argues that the vast majority of
people experience “moving-image media” first in the form of television or movies, not to be
acquainted with video games until later in life.5 Therefore, composers of game music are inclined
to following similar conventions that audiences have already come to expect. William Cheng, in
his book Sound Play: Video Games and the Musical Imagination, has noted some of the
conventions tying together opera and diegetic singing in video games; many of his arguments
will be elaborated on later in the chapter.
As I began to collect the source material for this project, I was forced to confront a
number of important issues. Though the game was initially released in Japanese, it has since
been localized in a number of languages. As audience reception does not serve a role in this
study, I felt it important to reference the original-language source material. The Japanese barrier
that initially prevented me from doing so is mostly alleviated by the Fire Emblem If Fan
4
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Translation.6 Rather than working with Nintendo of America’s localized script (which changed
the meaning of the dialogue to better suit Western cultural climates), I felt far more comfortable
reading a script translated by fans that intended to create an English translation more faithful to
the original.
Accessing this translation presented problems, as one requires special gaming hardware
and technological savy to replace the game’s script with an outside source. A YouTube user by
the name of Linkmstr installed the fan translation of this particular game and recorded
themselves playing it.7 The videos (linked in Footnote 1) were initially posted by Linkmstr, with
the exception of numbers 24 and 25, which I have spliced and labeled to fit my needs.
I will begin by examining the healing properties that Azura’s song transmits. Most
frequently, the song is used to “return to normal” allies who have been possessed by an evil
force. When this occurs, Azura sometimes sings unaccompanied, opening a discussion regarding
the relationship between the so-called “pure” human voice, instruments, and speech. Speech is a
particularly intriguing element in this context, as there are moments when the melodiousness of
Azura’s singing is not potent enough to dispel a curse or exorcise a demon; only when she
speaks does the song procure the effect she intends.
Second, I will examine the ways in which Azura is granted power through her song.
Aside from dispelling curses, singing “Lost in Thoughts All Alone” (the official name of Azura’s
song, across its many variations) allows Azura to control water, rejuvenate tired allies, weaken
enemies, and even travel to another world. These powers, represented in a tangible way, are
augmented by my analysis of Azura establishing herself as an autonomous subject through her
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song. This view is supported by the ways in which the accompanying instruments behave, as
well as the suggested multiplicity (and therefore power) of the choric and acousmatic voices.
Finally, I will examine Azura as a specifically female subject who is reduced to a voice
object by the male gaze. Azura serves a very specific function throughout all three versions of
the game: she is to sing, solve the player’s problems, and die once she has served her purpose.
This characterization becomes even more evident in the game’s epilogue. After Azura has died,
her son grows up and is tasked to aid a new hero by singing the same song; yet, he is not forced
to succumb to the same fate as his mother.
Ultimately, my analysis of Azura and her many instances of diegetic singing in Fire
Emblem Fates identifies the ways in which harmful stereotypes about Western femininity are
perpetuated through vocality. Though this is a fantasy setting and no “real” women die as a result
of Azura’s fictional death, video games – like all fictional media – rearticulate and caricaturize
beliefs widely held in the culture of production (in this case, Japan). As the cultural product in
question is a video game, consumers are presented with the unique situation of being able to
directly interact with the game’s narrative rather than passively receive it. Though the player is
not able to alter Azura’s fate at the game’s end, they are given total agency over her actions on
the battlefield throughout the game’s narrative. Under these conditions, players are given the
opportunity to both recognize the harmful ideologies being perpetuated and, in turn, exert some
degree of agency over them.
Female Vocality and Healing
Of the many functions of “Lost in Thoughts All Alone,” Azura’s song is used most often
for its curative properties; more specifically, it holds the power to exorcise demons and dispel
curses. Throughout the game, once-friendly characters are possessed by an evil force and attack
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the player. Instead of killing one’s own allies in retaliation, Azura is able to sing to the afflicted
persons and return them to normal (see Videos 1, 2, 3, and 4).
It is certainly not groundbreaking in the second decade of the twenty-first century to
emphasize that music has the ability to heal. In her ethnography on musical healing around the
world, Judith Becker reminds us that physician Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) looked to
music as a form of medicine and firmly believed in its curative properties.8 Her anecdote
concerning music as a cure for tarantula poison in fifteenth-to-seventeenth-century Apulia
communicates a strong historical belief about music as a healing force:
During the hot season, July or August, a woman would lie down for a midday siesta in
the field where she had been working. She would wake up, believing herself to have been
bitten by the tarantula spider… and fall into a depressive state… The only cure known
was for her to “dance it off.” A small band of musicians… who knew the tarantella
dance tunes had to be hired, and quickly. Victims were said to have died within an hour
or a few days if music was not forthcoming.9
Azura’s voice, however, cannot cure physical ailments. When the player’s ally Elise falls
ill of a rare disease, Azura comments that with “special herbs, we might be able to cure her”
(Video 5). In other words, the healing properties typically associated with Azura’s song are
evidently a spiritual, metaphysical cure, rather than a corporeal one. The game’s narrative here
makes a bold statement concerning the nature of the voice, and music more broadly; it is useless
in the physical realm, and more suited to the emotional or spiritual level. In another scene, the
voice is portrayed as an emblem of peace and the antithesis of war; the song is used twice to end
the fighting between disputing factions (sung by Azura in Video 6, and her son in Video 7).
These two instances are particularly demonstrative of an argument made by Ian Cross:
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That music has potency in the social domain is a consistent theme of the
ethnomusicological literature… music, as a communicative medium, is likely to have a
significant role in minimizing within-group conflict or, to put it another way, in
collaboratively establishing a degree of social equilibrium.10
In fact, the female voice poses such a threat to aggression that it must be destroyed. In
Video 1 (also see Figure 2 for transcription), the main character has transformed into a dragon in
a fit of rage and grief, ruthlessly attacking everything in sight. When Azura sings to calm the
dragon, it lashes out in anger, scratching at her face and pushing her to the ground. As she nears
the song’s final cadence, the dragon grabs her neck with its claw. Since both actions target the
sites of vocal production (the face and the throat), it is obvious that the dragon aims to silence
Azura’s singing. Though the song would cure the dragon of its anger, so too would it dissipate its
strength. Azura can also be seen singing at an opera house twice during the course of the games,
once in Birthright and again in Conquest (see Videos 8 and 9). In both instances, Azura’s goal is
to dispel the curse controlling a now-evil king. The song causes the king to groan and writhe in
pain, first subtly, and then ever more violently. Here, voice can be understood as both the
ultimate cure for, yet also the ultimate weapon against, evil and impurity.
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Figure 2: Transcription of Video 1

Azura sings to calm the raging dragon. Observe the metrical conflict between Azura and the
instruments, which is resolved in measure 30. Though measure 30 could be heard as a
ritardando rather than a change in meter, the consistent pulse is convincing of the latter.
Aside from Azura’s singing (and that of her son – to be discussed later), there are no
instances of diegetic music making in Fire Emblem Fates, vocal or instrumental. Why then, of
all things, was the female voice chosen to portray that mysterious, singular entity which can
heal? Or, put another way, why do the game’s writers and composers see the female voice as
uniquely positioned to cleanse impurity?11 I suggest it is as much a result of a broader socialized
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notion of womanhood rather than a particular creative decision. In an article on gender and
climate change, Seema Arora-Jonsson argues that women are both conceived of and portrayed as
being “closer to nature” than men.12 This certainly resonates with the game’s portrayal of Azura;
almost every time she sings, the manipulation of water is integral to the scene’s aesthetic (for
some examples, see Videos 1, 8, and 9). Additionally, Azura possesses the talent of interdimensional travel by diving under the water, a skill no other character in the game has (Video
10).
Also contributing to the putatively “pure” essence of Azura’s song is, in many instances,
its lack of accompaniment (see, for example, Videos 11 and 13). James Davies argues that vocal
sound is “prized for its ‘finish,’ ‘polish,’ ‘completeness,’ or ‘purity,’”13 qualities completely
separate from the instruments that accompany it. Carolyn Abbate, too, hears the unaccompanied
voice as an unobstructed and compelling force (this will be discussed at greater length in Part
III)14. Intriguingly, in more than one scene, Azura’s singing voice alone cannot dispel the
darkness lurking within her allies. Recall Video 1: Azura sings to heal the rampaging dragon,
which knocks her to the ground and grabs her neck. At that moment, Azura can no longer sing,
and speaks to the dragon. Seemingly through the power of her speaking voice, devoid of music,
the dragon returns to normal. Similarly, speech – and not singing – appears to be the final
element required to purify the knight Gunther (Video 4). Once Azura begins singing, the
following dialogue occurs:
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MARX: Kamui! Talk to Gunther! You can surely call back Gunther’s soul!
KAMUI: I trust… I trust you! So, open your eyes! You remember, don’t you?! You, the
one who encouraged me when I couldn’t go outside… [cut] When you practiced
swordplay with me… When you scolded me, when we laughed together… I remember all
of it! So please! Return to us!
Through unmediated speech and the evocation of nostalgia (specifically, memories prior to
Gunther’s possession), Gunther’s curse is broken, a feat supposedly not attainable with Azura’s
song alone.
Further, there lies an unexamined difference between Azura’s speaking and singing
voices; when she sings, there are usually nondiegetic instruments to accompany her. Listen
closely to the specific pattern accompanying Azura’s singing in Videos 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7. For a
close analysis, I will use Video 1 as my case study. Azura begins singing in what is easily
understood as

3
4

time, but over time, the accompaniment complicates such an interpretation. The

instruments facilitate melodic motion at metrically illogical moments, and the abrupt exchange
of motivic material between instruments of different registers further detracts attention away
from the relatively stepwise melody sung by Azura. When the dragon attacks Azura and knocks
her to the ground, the loud volume and wide range of the accompaniment completely overpower
the sung melody. As Azura sings the final line (“Sonote ga hiraku asu wa” / “A hand will open
up the path to tomorrow”), the vocal melody is suddenly sung in

4
4

, the time signature that the

accompaniment had attempted to establish since Azura began singing.
It should be noted that in every instance in which this obstructive accompaniment pattern
appears, spoken word follows in order to procure the song’s desired effect.15 This not only
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speaks to the affective power of the spoken word, but also the potentially disruptive power of
instruments. Perhaps the song would have been effective on its own, had it not been for the
instruments obstructing it. Turn to Videos 11, 13, and 23, in which “Lost in Thoughts All Alone”
is sung a cappella. Here, the song’s effects take hold without hesitation and without assistance
from unsung speech. With no accompaniment to obstruct it, the “pure” melody easily and
immediately achieves the outcome Azura desired.
The “purity” of Azura’s singing finds much in common with scholars’ descriptions of the
spoken word as “pure.” Marcelle Pierson recalls that composer Steve Reich considered speech
“more natural than song” when composing his Music for 18 Musicians (1978).16 Richard Wagner
unequivocally expressed similar sentiments:
How indicative it is, by contrast, that certain beautiful verses by Goethe… are generally
described by musicians as being too beautiful, too perfectly finished, to be set to music…
If therefore we regard such verses as too beautiful to be set to musical composition, that
only means that we regret having to destroy them as verses… We thereby admit to
ourselves that we are completely unable to imagine an authentic relationship between
verse and melody.17
I will point to one additional scene in Fates that emphasizes the relationship between Azura’s
ability to heal and the concept of purity. In Birthright Chapter 20, Azura and her allies are lured
into a fortress made from the bones of a dead dragon. Once inside, an enemy sorcerer casts a
spell, reviving the dragon and trapping the player’s army inside its stomach, digestive fluids at
the ready. Azura suggests that her song could save them, were it not for the Faceless enemies
(artificially created, nonhuman, evil creatures) also summoned by the sorcerer (Videos 12 and

instruments, however, there is a fundamental tension and unease created by the juxtaposition of voice (in simple
triple) and instruments (in simple duple).
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13). She says, “With these monsters groaning constantly, the song won’t have full power,”
charging the player to defeat the Faceless before she can rescue your allies. Though human
groaning certainly counts as vocal production with affective content, the same cannot be said for
the Faceless. As nonhuman, artificial creatures with no will of their own, they are portrayed as
antithetical to all aspects of humanity. They never speak, and the typical site of vocal production
(the mouth) is completely covered by a large mask (Figure 3). In other words, they are portrayed
as having no voice, no soul, only emitting harmful, distracting, and – most importantly –
nonhuman “disturbance,” as Azura puts it.
Figure 3

A Faceless, an artificially created monster. Observe the large mask obscuring all possible sites
of vocal production.
David Novak notes that noise “disturb[s] the norms of everyday life,” a sonic
phenomenon often recognized for its “physiologically damaging effects.” 18 Singing, a seemingly
everyday act for Azura, is suddenly halted by the Faceless’ noise. It cannot be ignored because,
as Douglas Kahn writes, “Noises are too significant to be noises. We know they are noises in the
first place because they exist where they shouldn’t or they don’t make sense where they
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should,”19 thus why they must be killed before the effects of Azura’s song can take hold. Steven
Connor has written at length on the relationship between the voice and noise, calling noise the
“antonym” of voice.20 Elsewhere he develops the following: “Voice is the opposite of noise, for
voice always emerges from and stands out against noise, while noise always assaults voice.”21 In
the context of Fire Emblem, the noise of the Faceless truly assaults Azura’s singing voice, not
just by obstructing its clarity, but also by draining its power.
Female Vocality and Power
In addition to its ability to heal, Azura’s voice and the song she sings grant Azura a great
deal of power. When she sings “Lost in Thoughts All Alone,” there is tangible evidence that she
has done so. Steven Connor traces this broader phenomenon in the history of cartoons. Once
technology has granted animated characters the ability to speak, he claims,
The fact of speech gives them [cartoon characters] new movement and new possibilities
of movement, including the possibility of impossible, or fantastic kinds of movement, as
the body stretches and contorts into the postures dictated by its utterance.
22

Indeed, these bodies are given more than just a voice; with it comes a sort of supernatural
repertoire of movement previously unattainable. Connor further relates this to a similar trend in
art history: in paintings such as Edvard Munch’s The Scream, “the power of utterance is
represented by its very capacity to bend and buckle visual and spatial forms.”23 Later in that
same chapter, he cites an argument made by Walter Ong claiming that sound “signals the present
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use of power” in that it is the ultimate evidence of intent and purpose; Connor expresses similar
sentiments, writing that “words seem to have a magical power.”24 Mladen Dolar, another scholar
of the voice, writes that “The voice seems to possess the power to turn words into acts” by virtue
of the voice’s natural, “primordial” authority.25 Agency becomes a central factor in effecting and
hearing that voices have and are power; Ochoa defines voice as “a sign of identity and presence
of the subject,” proof of humanity and permission to participate in society.26
I synthesize these scholars’ arguments here to demonstrate a long-held Western belief
that the voice, even beyond fictional worlds, carries a certain weight or authority by nature of its
existence. Because of this understanding of the voice, works of fiction commonly tie together
language and power: think of the countless works in which characters cast magic spells, initiated
by a spoken or sung incantation. Cheng, writing on games, notes that these tropes have become
popular because the human imagination revels in the idea of making something out of nothing, or
accomplishing much through little to no labor.27 In Fates, Azura’s son, Shigure, thinks of “Lost
in Thoughts All Alone” as having “the power to even control people’s hearts;” in addition, it
could cause “a miracle” (Video 14). The juxtaposition of these two ideas in the same line of
monologue is jarring to me. While controlling someone’s heart could technically be morally
justifiable depending on the context, the broader implication here is that the song can remove a
person’s autonomy and reconfigure their value system or moral compass. Causing a miracle,
however, carries unequivocally positive, or morally good, connotations. Do the healing
properties of the song demonstrate its innate goodness, or are there dangers to the song as well?
24
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Azura often frames her use of the song as morally just, but the song’s destructive power
becomes evident under close analysis. After her performance in the opera house (Video 8),
Azura offers the following reflection: “My songs contain a mysterious power… That’s why I
thought I might have been able to revert King Garon’s form but… I ended up failing.” While her
purpose may have been to eliminate the evil force lurking inside Garon, she neglects to mention
the very visible, excruciating pain caused to Garon by her singing. The extent to which the song
pains Garon, though, differs between two separate instances. Let us first consider Video 8
(transcription in Figure 4). Throughout Azura’s performance here, there is a constant metric tugof-war between her melody, which implies

3
4

, and the accompaniment pattern, which implies

2
4

Recall the result of such metric conflict as experienced earlier in the game: spoken word must
follow the iteration of the song in order to procure its intended effect. Here, spoken word does
not take place to eliminate the obstructive effect of the instruments. And the result? Garon
appears only mildly discomforted, and is healthy enough to take to the battlefield following the
incident. Azura is right to describe her performance as “failing” in that it was not able to
incapacitate Garon as she intended. Alternatively, a very different situation occurs in Video 9
(see the transcription in Figure 5). Again, Azura attempts to attack Garon through the
performance of her song. This time, though, instead of beginning the song in
the

4
4

3
4

, she performs in

metric structure that has come to represent the accompaniment. Though Azura has

surrendered the integrity and identity of the original meter, her cooperation with the instruments
reinforces the powers of the song and successfully weakens Garon to the point that he must
retreat.
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Figure 4: Transcription of Video 8

Azura sings in the opera house (Birthright version). Observe the instruments in duple
(represented by the curved lines) versus Azura singing in triple.
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Figure 5: Transcription of Video 9

Azura sings in the opera house (Conquest version). Both Azura and the instruments perform in
simple quadruple meter.
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Later, when she is about to sing to Conquest’s final boss (Video 15), Azura claims she
must sing to “weaken” the boss’ curse. Contextually, this is significant because the boss,
Takumi, was once a beloved friend and ally before falling victim to the curse; therefore, Azura
aims to cure Takumi, not kill him. Yet, as she sings, Takumi, just like Garon, writhes and
screams in pain, exclaiming that the song is seeping his strength. Similarly, Azura uses the song
it immobilize Birthright’s final boss, as does Shigure in his epilogue. Though the song is being
used against “evil” forces in these instances, there is no denying the violence that takes place by
singing “Lost in Thoughts All Alone.” Fear of such “voice violence” is prevalent in the scholarly
literature. Connor argues, “The power of the voice derives from its capacity to charge, to vivify,
to relay, and amplify energy. Precisely because of this, the voice can also become deathly.”28
Dolar, too, recalls a history of the voice as “dangerous, threatening, and possibly ruinous.”29
What makes Azura’s voice all the more mysterious – and powerful – is the number of
times in which it is presented as an acousmatic voice. An acousmatic voice (or, as a noun, an
“acousmêtre”) is a voice one can hear but to which one cannot attach a physical body.30 A
character’s voice offstage in a movie or play is a classic acousmêtre, as the viewer cannot
immediately determine the physical body from which the voice had originated. Chion goes on to
describe the four powers of the acousmêtre: “the ability to be everywhere, to see all, to know all,
and to have complete power. In other words: ubiquity, panopticism, omniscience, and
omnipotence.”31 Prior to the term’s coinage, Abbate writes of a “voice without a physically
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present human character” that is often used to incite fear during an opera.32 Such a phenomenon
is uncanny, a recurring phenomenon that authors of fictional worlds have continuously latched
onto.
Why does a voice, absent of a body (therefore, presumably absent of power) create senses
of fear, nervousness, or uncertainty in Western contexts? These scholars seem to suggest, as I
have here, that the voice has legitimate power by virtue of its distance and separation from a
physical body because we listen in search of a body that can be its source. Chion describes this
phenomenon as vococentrism: “Just as a mother awakes when the distant crying of her child
disturbs the normal sound environment of the night, in the torrent of sounds our attention fastens
first onto this other us that is the voice of another.”33 Cheng iterates a similar sentiment, claiming
that “our logocentric instincts tell us that where there’s a speaking voice, there’s someone with
something to say – and, therefore, that it might behoove us to listen.”34 All the more so in the
context of a video game, where diegetic singing brings immediate attention to itself due to its
rarity in the genre.
The acousmatic voice demands our attention. It frightens us because we cannot escape it.
Without a physical body to run away from, we have nowhere to run to. And, as Connor reminds
us, “We cannot shut off hearing as we can seeing.”35 We are doomed, at the mercy of the
acousmêtre, until it is de-acousmaticized, “which results from finally showing the person
speaking.”36 As opposed to Chion, who believes we can imagine a truly acousmatic voice (one
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with no physical body), Connor believes that “there is no disembodied voice; there can be no
voice that does not imply and require the possibility of somebody, and more particularly some
body, to utter it.”37 In other words, Connor argues that even when we hear an acousmatic voice,
we comfort ourselves by creating a mental image of the body that would emit it.
In opposition to Connor, I see the acousmatic voice as having real power by virtue of its
lack of body. In Fire Emblem Fates’ epilogue, titled “Heirs of Fate,” all of the game’s characters
have died (including Azura), and the player gains the opportunity to play as those characters’
children. During the final boss fight, Azura’s son, Shigure, is tasked with singing “Lost in
Thoughts All Alone” to weaken the boss. As he takes his preparatory breath, he hears the voice
of his dead mother: “Shigure… I am always by your side” (Video 16). In a way, Azura’s
statement is proven to be literal; throughout the track, Azura can be heard singing, both in
octaves with her son and by herself (Video 17). While hearing Azura’s voice certainly implies a
body to utter it, the corporeal body is dead. Azura’s singing in this instance is, contrary to what
Connor might think, essentially a disembodied voice producing a great deal of labor for the
game’s characters. As Stanyek and Piekut demonstrate, “the dead are highly productive” in
capitalist societies.38 Now free from her earthly body, Azura’s newfound acousmaticism is used
as a supremely powerful tool, transferring her status from subject (living) to object (dead).
Further implications of Azura’s voice in this song will be discussed in Part III, but for now it is
important to identify the dead Azura as a quintessential acousmêtre that can never be deacousmaticized (read: brought back from the dead). Such a voice is infinitely and eternally
ubiquitous, panopticistic, omniscient, and omnipotent.
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There is still one final site of investigation that gives us insight into the powers conferred
upon Azura through her singing of “Lost in Thoughts All Alone.” A quick plot recap: at the end
of each Birthright, Conquest, and Revelation, Azura must sing in order to weaken the final boss
(The song is musically the same each time and can be heard in Video 18). The opening vocals
are unexpected; it is an instance of what Connor calls chorality, or a collective voice act.39
Though Azura is only one person, multiple voices sound in this climactic moment (all
supposedly belonging to Azura). An obvious question might be: where do these additional voices
come from? Perhaps the word “additional” is misleading. Connor writes that “the choric voice
gives rise to the fantasy of a collective voice-body that is not to be identified with any of the
individuals who compose it.”40 He then places himself in conversation with Chion, essentializing
the choric voice as simultaneously acousmatic.41
Therefore, an astounding paradox manifests. Somehow, a voice emanating from a visible
body has become an acousmêtre. This choric moment occurs on the words “yurari yurureri”
(“swaying and being swayed”) with a vocalism that prolongs the vowels and glides through the
consonants. Connor views such a vocal style that focuses on “hollowing vowels and dampening
consonants” as suggesting multiplicity and, therefore, power.42 Though Connor positions his
understanding of choral singing in an Indo-European context, his descriptions of performance
practice readily apply to Azura’s singing; the consonants of the words are sung as quickly as
possible to showcase the pure, non-diphthongal vowel sounds. In an earlier publication, Connor
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positions vowels as “infused with soul” as opposed to consonants, which “are anonymous.”43
Even as an acousmatic and choric voice, Azura’s unique identity is asserted.
Eliminating the Female (Voice)
In order to maintain Western patriarchal social systems, storytellers have portrayed Man
as a being of the mind (intelligent, philosophical, and pious), while Woman is a being of the
body (lusty, envious, and cunning).44 Through such a conception, the female voice has often
been portrayed as naturally erotic, having some unspecifiable, but definite, and innate sexual
quality.45 Women’s singing voices, though, upset this “logical and metaphysical order by
drawing attention to the singularity of a body.”46 Kaja Silverman further elaborates on these
points:
Men gave up their right to all the brighter, gayer, more elaborate, and more varied forms
of ornamentation, leaving these entirely to the use of women… Man abandoned his claim
to be considered beautiful. He henceforth aimed at being only useful… woman was to
enjoy the privilege of being the only possessor of beauty and magnificence.47
So, in creating a divide between the metaphysical and artistic roles of men and women, the
patriarchal order is able to reduce the value of women to objects, only useful in their capacity to
satisfy men. However, because of the subversive power of the female voice, the patriarchal order
must make further assaults on the singing woman; it must reduce her to a voice object.
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Catherine Clément, in her book Opera, or the Undoing of Women (1988), argues this
very idea. Though the term “voice object” had not yet entered French musicological discourse, it
is clear that Clément imagined a similar concept. The following quotation serves as an accurate
summary of the book’s main argument:
Opera is not forbidden to women. That is true. Women are its jewels, you say, the
ornament indispensable for every festival. No prima donna, no opera. But the role of
jewel, a decorative object, is not the deciding role; and on the opera stage women
perpetually sing their eternal undoing.48
By likening female opera characters to jewels, to decorative objects, Clément clearly
communicates the lack of agency granted to such singers and their voices. In a provocatively
titled chapter intended to respond to Clément’s book (“Opera; or, the Envoicing of Women”),
Carolyn Abbate nuances the claim that opera forces women to “perpetually sing their eternal
undoing.” In her discussion of the opera Lakmé, Abbate describes the titular character’s
regression into simply “a body emanating a sonority.”49 Abbate, following Lacan, coins the term
“voice-object” to describe the sound of a singer’s voice rather than the voice itself as an
extension of a human being’s intent and agency. This voice-object serves as the sole center for
the listener’s attention, effectively neutralizing the importance of words, plot, character, and
accompanimental music provided by the orchestra.50 Just like the (a)historical “ideal” Woman
described by Cavarero, Azura “must be beautiful, but she must not speak. What she can do,
however, is emit pleasing sounds, asemantic vocalizations, moans of pleasure.”51 Any successful
opera diva is forced to reduce herself to “a pure vocal cry, thereby annihilating herself as
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subject.”52 In doing so, the audience is no longer concerned for the fate of the singer, as she is no
longer a singer but a voice object. This objectification of the female singer “makes the idea of
death trite, then familiar, desirable, tamed.”53 Who cares if Azura dies? That was her job all
along.
But before elaborating on the death of the female voice, we must take a closer look at the
process by which the female voice becomes a voice object. The mythological, erotic seductress
described by Cavarero is doomed to emit “asemantic vocalizations.” A woman like Azura fits
perfectly into Fates’ framework, where “the song is more important than the meaning, the voice
matters more than the words, and the music matters more than the story.”54
In an effort to reduce women to voice objects, women are semantically silenced and their
wordless voices eroticized. Such practices can be traced in the literature as far back as Homer,
whose Sirens sing wordless melodies to ensnare unsuspecting male sailors. When a man hears
song emanating from these feminine aquatic creatures, he is “forced” to travel towards them; he
is supposedly not in control of his own body, as he is under the spell of this primitive, physical
force detached from speech. These Sirens are given no narrative power; though they create
certain doom for the men unfortunate enough to be controlled by their singing, their seduction is
a nonsemantic one.55 Though they have a singing voice, they are, in fact, voiceless; they cannot
speak for themselves, and their only purpose is to satisfy the desires of the men they encounter.
Abbate hears the unaccompanied voice as a compelling force. She goes on to write that
the unaccompanied voice becomes even more “disturbing” when it is “stripped of text,” as “such
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vocalizing so pointedly focuses our sense of the singing voice as one that can compel without
benefit of words.”56 Dolar expresses similar sentiments:
As soon as it departs from its textual anchorage, the voice becomes senseless and
threatening – all the more so because of its seductive and intoxicating powers.57
…
For the core of the danger is the voice that sets itself loose from the word, the voice
beyond logos, the lawless voice.58
Cheng notes that such conceptions are the basis for operatic singing. He finds that the operatic
voice is often thought of as “a pure cry unfettered by verbal particularities” which “has the
capacity to gesture toward the dream worlds allegedly conferred by silent films, non-voice-acted
video games, and spellbinding media at large.”59 Homer’s tale of Odysseus and the Sirens further
illustrates this fantastical attraction to wordless singing. When Circe warns Odysseus about the
Sirens, Circe “does not warn against the verbal content of the Sirens’ song. The entire pathos is
concentrated on the deadly, seductive circuit between voice and hearing, sound and ear.”60 Such
characters – conventionally attractive women who lead men to their deaths with textless,
seductive singing – are not difficult to find in contemporary media. Take, for example, the
character Sirenoid in the animated series Bakugan Battle Brawlers (2007; Video 24) or Ursula
(once she has assumed her human alter-ego Vanessa) in Disney’s The Little Mermaid (1989;
Video 25).
Feminine voices often have their texts rendered meaningless – or are stripped of text
altogether – in an effort to render them as voice objects, non-agential figures forced to emit
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asemantic sound to satisfy the erotic desires of the male viewer. Yet, the very practice used to
silence these women gives them a different order of power. The wordless voice is a powerful
phenomenon even if it does not ascribe agency to those bodies emitting it, as noted by several
scholars before me.
Azura’s role in Fire Emblem Fates is encapsulated by the phenomena described by the
above authors. Upon examining the text of “Lost in Thoughts All Alone,” the words are, to me,
meaningless, simply acting as consonant and vowels sounds used to structure the frequencies of
Azura’s singing voice. The number of times Azura abandons the words of the song and simply
sings “Ah” (see, for example, Videos 1, 2, and 3) is quite high,61 further indicating that the sound
of Azura’s voice is to be heard, not the text (and, therefore, not the song’s semantic meaning,
were it to have any). The game’s plot, if somewhat indirectly, even indicates that the meaning
behind the song’s text is not to be understood. Azura explains that “The song was composed long
ago, at a time when no one knew its meaning” (Birthright, Chapter 9). Clearly, it does not matter
what Azura sings, just that she sings. By de-semanticizing the words of Azura’s song, and
oftentimes stripping her of words altogether, the game succeeds in reducing Azura and her voice
to an agentless voice object.
Immediately before fighting the final boss of Birthright, the main character, for the first
time, asks Azura to sing (Video 19). In this singular moment showcasing Azura’s humanity, her
own desires and wishes, she replies that the main character’s request has made her “happy.” As
will be demonstrated shortly, Azura never sings for “fun;” her song always serves a purpose, and
that purpose is never to satisfy her own artistic fulfillment. Yet, in this final, climactic moment,
Azura attains agency; singing this final time brings her pleasure. Unfortunately for Azura, her
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fate has already been decided by the countless stories teaching that, for women, “death alone
follows pleasure.”62 Azura’s performance at this moment becomes her swan song, as she dies
following the player’s victory.
Throughout the game, it is explicitly stated – and demonstrated – that singing “Lost in
Thoughts All Alone” carries a heavy price for the singer. Depending on how long the song is
sung, the singer could experience mild exhaustion (Video 6), intense physical pain (Video 20), or
death (Video 21). Yet, knowing this, Azura unabashedly sings as often as the plot demands.
Whenever there is a problem to be solved, Azura sings to solve it, knowing full well the personal
cost. In a monologue prior to confronting Conquest’s final boss (Video 15), Azura admits that
she “didn’t want to use [the song] again… But I must… But if I use this [song] again, I’ll
definitely [die].” Though this monologue may show Azura’s internal conflict in the choice she
must make, it fails miserably at doing so. A sentence later, Azura reveals that she struggles not
with the fact that she will die, but if she does die, her brothers would “probably get mad at me.”
When confronting death, Azura continues to be a selfless martyr with no concern for her own
well-being; as long as she can serve as the deus ex machina for her (male) allies, she is happy to
offer up her life as tribute for the “greater good.”
Yet, the men of the story never have to make such a sacrifice. A six-chapter epilogue,
“Heirs of Fate,” follows the story of the characters’ children, whose parents have since deceased.
In the third of these chapters, Azura’s ghost materializes to teach “Lost in Thoughts All Alone”
to her son, Shigure (Video 22). She imparts the same selfless duty onto Shigure that she
exemplified during her life; she tells him that he has a duty to sing this song and save the world,
but he will most likely die in the process. This is stated outright in Chapter 5, when Shigure tells
his allies that “the singer’s life can be exchanged” for the full extent of the song’s powers. At
62
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first, it appears as though Shigure will carry out the same martyred fate as his mother. While his
allies are preparing to head into battle against the epilogue’s final boss, Shigure sings “Lost in
Thoughts All Alone” to immobilize them, knowing they will try to prevent his sacrifice (Video
23). Finally, in Chapter 6, Shigure admits that he has been withholding information regarding the
song’s cost: “The price to pay for the song used to defeat Hydra is the singer’s life, or… enough
human memories to equal that.” With such information now revealed, Heirs of Fate receives its
happily-ever-after: Shigure’s allies willingly surrender their memories to pay the song’s cost, and
Shigure suffers no pain nor loss of life. Azura’s female death is necessary and willingly offered,
beautiful in her willingness to do so; Shigure’s male death would be tragic, and so his life is
preserved at his allies’ expense.
Conclusion
I would like to offer one final musical analysis to conclude this chapter. When
confronting the final bosses of Birthright and Conquest, Azura sings “Lost in Thoughts All
Alone” to defeat the boss at the cost of her own life. In addition to the reasons already discussed,
I would like to offer an additional reason as to why Azura must die at the end of the song (Video
18, titled “End of All” on the Fire Emblem Fates soundtrack): Azura emerges victorious in the
long-standing battle between herself and the instruments that accompany her.
“End of All” begins with Azura’s choric voice (discussed in Part II), firmly cemented in
the

3
4

time that has come to represent Azura’s will, intention, and identity. As soon as the

instruments enter, they too follow their now-expected role of changing the time signature to

4
4

.

The instruments, at first, succeed, as Azura’s voice decrescendos into nothingness and the new
time signature is affirmed to the player’s ear. Azura’s voice attempts to reclaim her territory at
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0:28, but to no avail; she sings textlessly on “ah,” and though her vocalizations cross the barlines
of

4
4

, they do not create a strong sense of the original simple triple meter. The listener may think

Azura has already lost as the horn triumphantly plays the vocal melody in simple quadruple time
(0:36).
At 1:17, though, the time signature quite abruptly changes to

12
8

, a meter most

appropriate to represent the juxtaposition between simple triple and simple quadruple. A battle of
the time signatures ensues: the tempo increases, and the orchestra’s instruments become littered
with sixteenth- and thirty-second notes. At the moment of climax,

3
4

emerges victorious (2:01)!

Azura has finally gained authoritative and definitive control of the instruments that accompany
her, allowing her to finish the song with two full verses of lyrics and an accompaniment that
affirms her vocal line. Alas, victory in Azura’s hard-fought battle means little. As she finally
cements her identity and agency through her song, Azura dies.
Again, Shigure does not succumb to the same fate as his mother. In his rendition of “End
of All” (titled “Lost in the Waves” on the Fates soundtrack, Video 17), there is no metrical
conflict; the song begins and ends in

3
4

. Shigure does not begin the song with a choric voice, as

there is no need to. While the power and multiplicity associated with chorality was necessary for
Azura to overcome the instruments that fought against her, Shigure experiences no such
hardship. Shigure is a man; the instruments, and the patriarchal order, have always worked and
will always work to support him. The acousmatic voice of the now-dead Azura begins to sing at
1:49, but she is under close supervision. During the very few instances when she sings without
Shigure, it is either through lyrics that have no semantic meaning when joined together or the
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textless “ah,” and when she does sing with Shigure, she must sing the same lyrics in parallel
octaves with her son.
The juxtaposition of “End of All” and “Lost in the Waves” reveals a core message: the
patriarchal order, as the accompanying instruments here, can just as easily tear you down as
build you up, depending on whether or not you decide to follow its rules. Instruments, inanimate
objects, are given more agency throughout the course of the game than Azura is. Fire Emblem
Fates is the tragic story of a woman who lives a life in accordance with the will of the patriarchal
order, and at the moment she reclaims her personhood, her humanity, she is killed. She must be
in order to preserve “business as usual.”
Munday argues that “video games have aligned themselves with an aesthetic tradition of
‘mythic drama’ found in both opera and film,” a tradition spearheaded by Wagner.63 If such is
the case, we could think of “Lost in Thoughts All Alone” as Azura’s leitmotif, the musical theme
that organically grows throughout the narrative in an attempt to reflect the drama of the work.
Taken a step further, Biancorosso views the leitmotif as “embodying – as much as referring to –
an event, person, or quality, fleshing out, in the form of sound, their presence.”64 As Azura’s
song is slowly unraveled and challenged throughout the course of the game, she herself begins to
suffer and, ultimately, die. The stakes of this – music and human bound in a singular entity – are
incredibly high. Suddenly, video game music becomes an invaluable pedagogical tool, a way to
teach students about the stereotypes surrounding voice, gender, and power that pervade Western
public discourse. In forcing ourselves to confront the systems of social power in video games, we
become better equipped to confront those same systems at work in our very real lives.
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Figure 6: Chapter 1 Video Guide
Video #
Video 1

Video 2

Video 3
Video 4

Video 5
Video 6
Video 7

Video 8

Cinematic Events
Azura sings in an attempt to calm
the main character (Kamui), who
has gone berserk after witnessing
the death of their mother. The
singing does not appear to work
and Kamui strikes Azura with
their claw. When Azura stops
singing and begins speaking,
Kamui’s rage is quelled.
Kamui’s brother, Takumi, is
possessed by an evil force and
attacks the player’s army. To save
him, the player must move Azura
next to Takumi and choose the
Talk command, which will cause
Azura to sing and dispel the curse.
A combination of Kamui’s speech
and Azura’s singing dispels
Takumi’s curse a second time.
Kamui’s caretaker, Gunther, is
possessed by an evil force. The
simultaneity of Azura’s singing
and Kamui’s speech dispel the
curse.
Azura explains that Kamui’s
sister, Elise, has contracted a lifethreatening illness.
Azura sings to calm two warring
factions, causing them to retreat
the battle.
Azura’s son, Shigure, sings to
quell the rage of Kamui’s
children. The scene heavily
resembles that of Video 1.
Shigure is able to accomplish this
without the use of spoken word,
which Azura could not.
Azura sings to the possessed King
Garon in the hopes of exorcising
him. Garon’s curse remains intact.
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Thematic Identifiers
“Obstructed” theme:
metrical conflict between
Azura’s singing in triple
and the accompaniment in
duple

Obstructed theme

Obstructed theme
Obstructed theme

No singing
Obstructed theme
Obstructed theme

“Hoshidan” theme:
metrical conflict between
Azura’s triple singing and
the duple accompaniment is
more prominent than ever
before.

Video 9

Video 10
Video 11
Video 12

Video 13
Video 14

Video 15

Video 16

Video 17
Video 18
Video 19
Video 20
Video 21

Thinking Garon’s curse too fargone, Azura uses her song in the
hopes that its effects will kill him.
Garon experiences excruciating
pain, but does not die.
Azura opens a portal to a far-off
land through the water.
Kamui finds Azura singing to
herself by the beach.
The player’s army is trapped
inside the stomach of a dragon
and will soon be digested. Azura
says her song can get them out,
but the monsters must be defeated
first; their groaning prevents the
song from achieving its full
potency.
Azura sings to help the player’s
army escape from the dragon’s
stomach.
Shigure explains that the song he
learned from his mother possesses
“power” and could perform “a
miracle.”
Azura, knowing the End of All
arrangement of her song kills the
singer, performs it to weaken the
boss.
The voice of the dead Azura
speaks to Shigure.

No cinematic
No cinematic
Azura sings the sacrificial version
of the song to weaken the boss
(very similar to Video 15).
The main character witnesses the
immense pain Azura experiences
after singing.
Azura dies after singing End of
All.
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“Nohrian” theme: Azura
sings in duple from the
beginning, avoiding any
metrical dissonance with
the accompaniment
No singing
“A cappella” theme in
simple triple meter
No singing

A cappella theme
No singing

“End of All” theme: choral
singing, metric tug-of-war
between Azura and
instruments
Beginning of the “Lost in
the Waves” theme:
Shigure’ arrangement of
End of All, but he does not
die
Lost in the Waves (full)
End of All
End of All
No singing
No singing

Video 22

Video 23
Video 24

Video 25

Azura’s ghost teaches the “Lost in
the Waves” lyrics to Shigure. She
explains that, because he is a male
descendant of the man who wrote
the song, his singing will lead to
more powerful effects.
Shigure sings to halt the advance
of the player’s army.
In the animated series Bakugan
Battle Brawlers, the character
Sirenoid sings to Preyas in an
attempt to lure him into the Doom
Dimension, the show’s equivalent
of hell. Preyas comments that he
“can’t help but go towards”
Sirenoid’s voice.
In Disney’s animated film The
Little Mermaid, the sea witch
Ursula sings to the prince in order
to hypnotize him and make him
fall in love with her.
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No singing

A cappella
Textless, hypnotic singing

Textless, hypnotic singing
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Chapter 2: Exotic Vocality and Racialized Performance in Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance
and Radiant Dawn
Introduction
LETHE: Most beorc [humans] call us by hated names, look at us with eyes filled with
scorn. “Sub-human”? Hss! Is that how beorc treat their friends? Is that how beorc treat
their allies?
IKE: You’re right… Some of us use that name far too readily. I guess if we had thought
about it, we’d have realized it’s not a polite term, but we didn’t know you by any other
name. I’m sorry.
LETHE: You knew no other name for us? Are we really so little to you, human? You,
who forced us into slavery? How easily you forget. But we laguz! We remember. We
remember how we have suffered at your hands.1
The above conversation takes place near the beginning of Nintendo’s tactical role-playing
game Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance (2005) when the protagonist, a human boy named Ike,
meets for the first time a laguz, a race of animal-human shape shifters subjected to a long history
of discrimination, segregation, and slavery.2 Though the institutionalized slave trade had been
officially declared illegal before the events of the game took place, racism remains as prominent
as ever during the course of Path of Radiance and its sequel, Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn
(2007). And, as Ike will come to find out, a secret slave trade wherein the nobles purchase laguz
as living trophies remains as lively as ever.

1

Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance, Chapter 8.

2

Link to videos referenced in this chapter:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MfJiKKEHRhDP4Qwfom5eURMEuuEcJfJl. See Figure 17 for a condensed
description of each video.
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This chapter is particularly concerned with the herons, a race of bird laguz highly prized
in the slave trade for their rarity, physical beauty, and singing voices. Aside from the sonic
attractiveness of their songs (an opinion supposedly held by all of the game’s characters), the
herons’ galdrar possess such powers as invigorating the listener, bringing dead plants back to
life, and even communicating with the world’s goddess. It is evident and established that the
herons are unique in value compared to the other laguz, of which there are also cats, tigers,
wolves, lions, hawks, ravens, and dragons. Duke Oliver of Tanas, one of the most active nobles
associated with the slave trade, refers to the herons as “objects of beauty [that] must be
admired.”3 In the same chapter, he screams at the sight of a tiger, calling him “a filthy beast” and
a “hideous, vile monster.”4 Clearly, all laguz are not seen as equal, though not even a heron is
worthy of human rights.
Though the herons live in a virtual game world, it is imperative to recognize that the
world of Path of Radiance and Radiant Dawn – like most virtual worlds – is rooted, both socially
and musically, in the world that exists outside of the game. Therefore, the cultural portrayals
depicted in the game hold a degree of power, reflecting prejudices against real-world peoples
onto fictional game characters. In analyzing both the social status and music-making traditions of
the herons, we can come to recognize similar categories of difference perpetuated both in
scholarly discourse and everyday life.
Sonic Depictions of Race in Video Game Music
Though little has been published on portrayals of race in video game music, the few
publications that do exist have proposed a number of important theories that are directly

3

Path of Radiance, Chapter 17, boss conversation with Ike.

4

Path of Radiance, Chapter 17, boss conversation with Muarim.
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applicable to this study. In a 2007 article, Kiri Miller writes on diegetic music in Grand Theft
Auto. In the game, the player takes control of a black inner-city twenty-something whose main
source of music is his car radio. The main objective of the game is to highjack cars, commit
robberies, and shoot guns. Typically when driving their car, the player can choose from a variety
of radio stations through which to listen to music. These radio stations are overtly linked to
physical locations from the game and, therefore, the presumably homogenous groups of people
who live there. For example, the Radio Los Santos station is broadcast from the inner city that
the main character hails from and plays primarily hip-hop music (Video 26). In stark contrast,
the radio station K-ROSE plays mostly country music and is broadcast from a rural area of the
game populated by older, white civilians (Video 27). Of all the places one can travel in the game,
this white rural area is the physically furthest away from the main character’s home. As one
begins to geographically close the gap, genres become stylistically more similar. This is
brilliantly demonstrated in Miller’s diagram, reproduced below as Figure 7.
Figure 7: Listening Subjectivity in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas5

5

Originally printed in Kiri Miller, “Jacking the Dial: Radio, Race, and Place in “Grand Theft Auto’,”
Ethnomusicology 51, no. 3 (2007): 418.
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Therefore, the game’s virtual world is grounded in very real beliefs about music, race,
and place. By confining musical genres to physical locations, the game reinforces problematic,
monolithic dichotomies like black/white, urban/rural, young/old, and contemporary/classic. As
such, the music that one listens to becomes intricately intertwined with one’s activities,
personality, and environment. Miller notes while playing that “each time I attempted a particular
drive-by shooting mission, my car radio switched to the gangsta rap station with no input from
me.”6 Though interactivity is typically the central feature of video games, Grand Theft Auto
completely strips the player of agency in such cases in an attempt to emphasize its racialized
ideology.
Another game to have received heavy criticism (through published work by Kacper
Poblocki and Karen Cook) for perpetuating fundamental untruths regarding music and race is
Civilization IV (2005; and, presumably, the other games in the Civilization series apply as well).
The game generally operates via the Western myth of benevolent colonialism/imperialism, that it
is a noble goal to spread one’s own belief systems and economic/social policies throughout the
world without regard for who was there in the first place. At the start of the game, the player
selects a nation to lead beginning in the year 4,000 BC. As time passes with each turn and the
player discovers new technologies to advance their civilization, the player must make it their aim
to effectively take over the world before any other nation.7 While this is most easily done
through combat (military domination of other civilizations), the game can also be won by being
the first nation to send a ship into space or by winning a popularity contest held by the United
Nations.

6

Miller, “Jacking the Dial,” 416-7

7

The game’s manual states that the goal of Civilization IV is to “explore, expand, exploit, and exterminate.”
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The music that the player hears throughout the game is directly tied to their current
chronological position in the (largely rewritten) history of the world. Therefore, the music in
Civilziation IV is meant to both indicate chronological and technological progress to the player
and equate them (as years pass, new technologies automatically become available). This
becomes historiographically problematic in that, regardless of the player’s choice of nationality,
that nation’s progress is accompanied by music taken almost exclusively from the Western art
tradition. In Figure 8, I have created a table with representative examples of the nondiegetic
music heard throughout the game. A glance at this table will show the reader that, no matter what
civilization the player has chosen to leader, their progress is accompanied by music of the
Western art tradition roughly in the order of prehistoric sound (Ancient/Classical in the game) ->
Medieval/Renaissance (Medieval in the game) -> Baroque/Classical (Renaissance in the game) > Romantic (Industrial in the game) -> twentieth-century (Modern in the game).
Figure 8: Nondiegetic Sound in Civilization IV
Composition title
(No “music,” but ambient
sound)
Ancient Soundtrack
Deus Judex Justus
Kyrie
El Grillo
Violin Concerto in A Minor
Symphony No. 41 in C
Romance No. 1 for Violin and
Orchestra
Hungarian Dances
Cello Concerto No. 1
Symphony No. 9 in E Minor
Nixon in China
Violin Concerto
Common Tones in Simple
Time

Composer

Game era when heard

Newly composed

Ancient

Newly composed
Anonymous
Johannes Ockeghem
Josquin Des Prez
J.S. Bach
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Ludwig van Beethoven

Classical
Medieval
Medieval
Medieval
Renaissance
Renaissance
Renaissance

Johannes Brahms
Camille Saint-Saëns
Antonín Dvorák
John Adams
John Adams
John Adams

Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Modern
Modern
Modern
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When the player’s chosen leader speaks to a leader of another civilization, however, that
leader’s theme music is played instead of the “normal” soundtrack. In Figure 9, I have created a
table detailing each playable civilization, that civilization’s leader(s), traits associated with that
civilization that affect gameplay,8 and the music used to accompany discussions between the
player’s leader and the other civilization’s. While Western leaders are accompanied by the music
of real Western composers from history (i.e. Goldberg Variation No. 4 by J.S. Bach for
Germany), non-Western nations usually had music newly composed for them by the game’s
(white) composers. In an interview, one of the game’s composers remarked,
Each leader gets his [sic] own music and where possible, it is based upon a traditional
tune associated with the culture or nation the leader represents. Of course in many cases,
there simply is not a well-known tune to represent a culture, so we make it up.9
Of course, this is a complete cop-out on their part; the composers “made up” theme music for
Japan and China, yet traditional Japanese and Chinese music is readily available. Japan’s newly
composed theme, “Sakura Sakura,” is available in Video 28.
Figure 9: All Playable Civilizations in Civilization IV
Civilization

Leader(s)

American

Roosevelt, Lincoln,
Washington

Arabian

Saladin

Aztec

Montezuma

Traits

Theme Music

Industrious,
The Marines’ Hymn
organized,
(traditional)
philosophical,
charismatic, expansive
Spiritual, protective
Saladin (newly
composed)
Aggressive, spiritual
Tenochtitlan Revealed
(unknown)

8

These traits warrant their own discussion, for which there is not space here. In brief, “modern” civilizations are
usually given traits that facilitate their conquering of the world through military action (the game’s main objective);
America and Germany are given the “expansive” trait which gives them combat bonuses the bigger their empire.
Meanwhile, “ancient” civilizations are given traits like “spiritual,” which do little to “win” the game. Additionally,
these traits are set for the entire ca. 7,000 years of gameplay, conveying the idea that these civilizations are eternally
unchanging in their characteristics and personalities.

9

Quoted in Karen Cook, “Music, History, and Progress in Sid Meier’s Civilization IV,” Music in Video Games:
Studying Play (New York; London: Routledge, 2014), 174.
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Babylonian

Hammurabi

Aggressive, organized

Byzantine

Justinian I

Spiritual, imperialistic

Carthaginian

Hannibal

Financial, charismatic

Celtic

Boudica, Brennus

Chinese

Qin Shi Huang, Mao
Zedong

Aggressive,
charismatic, spiritual
Industrious,
protective, expansive

Dutch

Willem van Oranje

Creative, financial

Egyptian

Hatshepsut, Ramesses
II
Churchill, Elizabeth,
Victoria

Creative, spiritual,
industrious
Protective,
charismatic, financial,
philosophical,
imperialistic
Creative, organized

English

Ethiopian

Zara Yaqob

French

De Gaulle, Napoleon,
Louis XIV

Industrious,
charismatic,
organized, creative

German

Frederick, Bismarck

Organized,
philosophical,
expansive, industrious

Greek

Alexander, Pericles

Incan

Huayna Capac

Aggressive,
philosophical, creative
Financial, industrious

Indian

Gandhi, Asoka

Philosophical,
spiritual, organized

Japanese

Tokugawa

Aggressive, protective

Khmer

Suryavarman II

Creative, expansive

Korean

Wang Kon

Financial, protective
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Babylon (newly
composed)
Deus Judex Justus
(unknown)
Carthage (newly
composed)
Fear an Dùin Mhòir
(unknown)
Huang Shi Ti (newly
composed), The
Shining Path (newly
composed)
Netherlands (newly
composed)
Harvest of the Nile
(unknown)
Fanfare-Rondeau
(Jean-Joseph Mouret),
Rule Britannia
(Thomas Arne)
Ethiopia (newly
composed)
Harpsichord Sonata
K. 380 (Domenico
Scarlatti), La
Marseillaise (Claude
Joseph Rouget de
Lisle)
Goldberg Variation
No. 4 (J.S. Bach),
Symphony No. 3,
Movement 2 (Ludwig
van Beethoven)
Alexander (newly
composed)
Huayna Capac
(unknown)
Asoka (newly
composed), Gandhi
(unknown)
Sakura Sakura (newly
composed)
Khmer (newly
composed)
Korea (newly
composed)

Malian

Mansa Musa

Financial, spiritual

Mayan

Pacal II

Expansive, financial

Mongolian
Native American

Genghis Khan, Kublai
Khan
Sitting Bull

Ottoman

Mehmed II, Suleiman

Persian

Darius I, Cyrus

Portuguese

João II

Roman

Charlemagne, Julius
Caesar, Augustus
Caesar
Catherine, Peter,
Stalin

Spanish

Isabella

Aggressive,
imperialistic, creative
Philosophical,
protective
Expansive, organized,
philosophical,
imperialistic
Financial, organized,
imperialistic,
charismatic
Expansive,
imperialistic
Imperialistic,
protective, organized,
industrious
Creative, imperialistic,
expansive,
philosophical,
aggressive, industrious
Expansive, spiritual

Sumerian

Gilgamesh

Creative, protective

Viking

Ragnar

Aggressive, financial

Zulu

Shaka

Aggressive, expansive

Russian

Mansa Musa (newly
composed)
Traditional melody
fragments (unknown)
Mongol Internationale
(newly composed)
Native America
(newly composed)
Ottoman Empire
(newly composed)
Hammurabi’s Code
(unknown)
Portugal (newly
composed)
Augustus Rises
(unknown)
The Volga Boatmen’s
Song (Mily
Balakirev), Catherine
(unknown)
Malagueña (Ernesto
Lecuona)
Sumeria (newly
composed)
Vikings (newly
composed)
Inhliziyo Yami
(newly composed)

The music written for the “Classical” era particularly demonstrates the composers’ views
on progress (Video 29). This music unanimously features sparse/thin textures, slower tempi, and
non-Western instruments, with a great emphasis on percussion. This is in stark contrast with
music of later periods in the game, which is far more fully textured and rhythmically intricate.
This creates a strong dichotomy between “Classical” music (new compositions by the game
designers intended to portray primitivism) and the “great music from history” (Bach, Beethoven,
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Brahms) that follows. Though Civilization IV is supposedly a game about progress, it is truly
only concerned with Western progress on musical terms. Cook summarizes this excellently:
The characteristics that are supposed to signify this early period are universal in their
genericness, in that neither those tropes at work in the Classical era soundtrack nor the
earliest diplomacy themes are unique to any of the cultures available for gameplay, nor
are they drawn from any one specific real-world culture. The soundtracks in the game
thus equate Western(ized) music with cultural advancement, leaving stereotypes of nonWestern music to represent only prehistoric sound and actual non-Western music out of
the narrative of the game entirely. They also demonstrate that certain types of Western art
music – the symphony orchestra or, to a slightly lesser extent, the military marching band
– are considered to be the teleological pinnacle of musical civilization, ignoring
developments in popular and non-art music and even in vocal art music.10
Though there have not yet been other writings on race in Fire Emblem, the installations
Path of Radiance and Radiant Dawn are far from the only Fire Emblem titles to depict stark
differences between characters of different races (human or otherwise). As has been seen with
the Grand Theft Auto and Civilization games, Fire Emblem has used music to reinforce its
narrative tropes concerning categorical difference. What is important to note across these games
is that non-human or racially peripheral characters are always segregated by geographic location,
where closeness to nature (rather than civilization or technology) is emphasized. In the two main
games being discussed in this paper, the humans are the only creatures who live in traditionallooking homes while the laguz live in mountains, caves, and forests. Similarly, members of the
dragon tribe live in the desert in Fire Emblem: The Binding Blade (2002) and its prequel The
Blazing Blade (2003), and the forest in The Sacred Stones (2004).
While the majority of humans in The Blazing Blade live under a monarchy or otherwise
officially organized governmental rule, there is one exception: the nomadic tribes of the plains of
Sacae. Several racist comments are made toward members of Sacaean tribes throughout the

10

Cook, “Music, History, and Progress,” 177.
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game. If the player decides to visit the northwestern house in Chapter 6, the woman living inside
will tell you that
The marquess [ruler] of Araphen’s hatred for the people of Sacae is well known. Nomads
are barred entrance to the city on the marquess’s orders. He says he will not allow the
nomads’ stench to infect his city.
Later on in the same chapter, Marquess Araphen refers to a character who he believes has been
“tainted with the blood of Sacae” as a “nomadic mongrel” and “prideful savage.”
Undoubtedly, Marquess Araphen’s racism, and that of others throughout the game, stems
from the perception that the Sacaeans “lack” something; their closeness with nature and
nontraditional government are viewed as lacking civilization, lacking humanity. Robin Kelley
has noted that this a necessary precondition for the perpetuation of racism, writing that
Anthropologists studying non-Western societies are not only compelled to describe the
communities under interrogation as completely foreign to their own society, but if a
community is to be worthy of study as a group it must posses an identifiable,
homogenous culture.11
Therefore, the Sacaeans and the laguz are othered through largely fictitious biological and
cultural differences; the Other must be “the same as each other” and “different from Us” in order
for this system to be successful. This is largely reinforced by the two tracks meant to portray the
nation of Sacae. Video 30 displays the theme music that plays whenever the player is in Sacae; it
features a very specific set of instruments and timbres (known as a soundfont in video games)
that are only ever heard again in Video 31, Lyn’s character theme. As one of the few playable
characters from Sacae, Lyn is forever tied to her nation of birth (and all of the stereotypical
associations that come with it) through the music that represents her.

11

Robin Kelley, “Looking for the ‘Real’ Nigga: Social Scientists Construct the Ghetto,” That’s the Joint!: The HipHop Studies Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 22.
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The Serenes Herons
In Path of Radiance and Radiant Dawn, the herons are a laguz clan of bird-like shapeshifters who once lived in Serenes Forest on the western outskirts of the human country of
Begnion. Though there was a time when herons were just as common as the other laguz clans,
they are near extinct by the beginning of the game. Twenty years prior to the events of Path of
Radiance, the herons were scapegoated and blamed for the assassination of Begnion’s empress
(though the assassin was a human with no ties to the herons). As a result, the human citizens of
Begnion ransacked the forest and burned it to the ground, killing all but six of them. This came
to be known as the Serenes Massacre.
According to their in-game descriptions, herons are “pinnacles of beauty and grace.”
They are born with long, flowing blonde hair and white wings, an outward-manifesting symbol
of their gentle nature. If a heron ever commits a “crime against the Goddess,” their hair and
wings turn black. For example, the heron Lehran fell in love and procreated with a human, an
interracial union forbidden by the game’s religious customs (Figure 10). The herons, then, exist
as the only characters in Path of Radiance and Radiant Dawn whose sense of morality (as
dictated by religious doctrine) is manifested outwardly for others to see and judge.
Figure 10

Leanne (left), a normally colored heron with white wings and blonde hair. Lehran (right), a
heron whose hair and wings have turned black as a result of moral impurity as dictated by the
Goddess.
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In terms of gameplay, the herons function almost identically to Azura in Fire Emblem
Fates; though they have no combat capabilities of their own, the player can move a heron next to
an ally that has already used their action for the turn, at which point the heron will sing to them
and invigorate them to act again. The three playable herons (Reyson, Leanne, and Rafiel) each
sing a different song (to be analyzed in Part III) that benefit allied characters in different ways,
giving the player reason to interact and acquaint themselves with all of them. To match their frail
and meek personalities portrayed during cutscenes, their statistics (numerical values denoting a
character’s value in combat) are the lowest among any other characters in the game. The fanadministered wiki on the Fire Emblem series goes so far as to call players “extremely risky and
foolish” if they leave any of the herons exposed to attack from an enemy.12 In the case of these
games, the interactivity of video games as a medium serves to reinforce perceptions of characters
through real, tangible data instrumental to gameplay.
Though many laguz tribes are involved in the slave trade, the herons are treated and
valued differently by their human slave-owners. Upon beginning Chapter 14 of Path of
Radiance, the slave trader (and enemy boss of the level) Gashilama is spotted illegally
smuggling laguz he caught to be sold on the black market. He comments that he hunted “a poor
crop this time around. Cats, tigers, and a few crows… All we’ve got are laborers. We’re not
going to get rich with this” (emphasis mine). When a member of his army complains about the
lack of money they will receive for selling these laguz as slaves, Gashilama assures him that he’s
“been selling half-breeds [a slur for laguz] for twenty-five years. The ones that fetch the highest
price are the trophy herons. And if they’re white-winged [morally pure], the fanatics will empty
their purses of every last coin.” On remembering the Serenes Massacre, he laments not the
thousands of lives lost, but “all that gold, up in smoke.”
12

https://fireemblemwiki.org/wiki/Heron
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The herons therefore find themselves in a unique position within the slave trade; they are
highly valuable in the monetary sense of the word, but not at all in the human sense of the word.
While players of the game can use Reyson and Leanne to fly over mountains, rivers, and other
terrain not traversable by foot, Rafiel is not able to fly because slave-traders clipped his wings
while in their possession to ensure that he would not escape. The herons clearly have no rights in
the eyes of the slave trade; their liberty and physical well-being mean nothing so long as the
traders are paid in abundance. In terms of appearance, though, it is difficult to understand why
herons are worth so much more than other laguz slaves. Compare, for instance, a transformed
heron next to a transformed lion (Figure 11). Aesthetically, personal taste might dictate that other
laguz races (such as the lion) are more pleasing (and therefore more valuable) than the herons.
Figure 11

Left: a transformed heron. Right: a transformed lion.
But recall Gashilama’s comment that his catch of the day was worth so little because the
cats, tigers, and crows he captured are laborers. While most of the laguz races are physically
stronger than humans and therefore used to perform physical labor, herons are noticeably frail13
but conventionally beautiful and have singing voices that are aesthetically valued in the world of

13

Reyson tells Ike in a conversation that the last time he punched a human, he suffered “more damage than my
target” and broke his hand.
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Fire Emblem. So, while most laguz slaves are utilized, herons are the only species that are
admired, looked upon as artistic objects. Though herons themselves are not valued, the artistic
labor they produce is.
This is strikingly similar to the central thesis of Robin James’s 2015 book Resilience &
Melancholy: Pop Music, Feminism, Neoliberalism. James argues that, though beautiful women
are undervalued as human beings in Western patriarchal societies, they are highly valued as
singers because they can be looked upon as an aesthetic object/spectacle and they perform the
trauma inflected on them by oppressive structures. The same situation can be seen with heron
slaves; through singing in captivity, they perform for their oppressors in a way that their beauty
can be enjoyed without being afforded personal freedom.
Hearing Heron Song
There exist four unique heron galdrar sung diegetically in Path of Radiance and Radiant
Dawn. Of these four, only one would be considered metric by the standards of traditional
Western music theory. With the exception of the heron galdrar, all music the player hears over
the course of the two games is nondiegetic and metric. I wonder: what are the stakes of a
normative music world? Both through these games and across Western theoretical contexts,
meter – and, often by extension, complexity – serves as a measure of normativity and value.
Upon reading recent writings on temporality in music, I have been inspired by a discursive push
back against the idea of metered music as “normal” music. This last section of the chapter
addresses the issue of musical normativity as it relates to meter. By identifying the ways in
which heron galdrar might be considered non-normative, we can begin to recognize this
compositional strategy as a way to mark categorically different characters through the musical
traditions they participate in.
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The least “metrically offensive” of the three solo heron songs is Rafiel’s (Video 32,
transcription in Figure 12). Though there is a definite and (mostly) constant pulse, there are no
regular or hierarchal rhythmic emphases that would suggest a meter.
Figure 12: Rafiel’s Galdr “Rafiel’s Aria”

Leanne’s and Reyson’s galdrar (Videos 33 and 34, transcriptions in Figure 13) seem far more
rhythmically free, though it is hard to tell by the nature of video game music. These two songs
are performed temporally the same each time they are heard, but this is likely because they were
recorded once, creating a single sample to be used for each instance that occurs throughout the
game. The vocalism and musical style of both strongly connote feelings of free rhythm and a
distinct absence of metric regularity.
Figure 13: Leanne’s Galdr “Grace” (top) and Reyson’s Galdr “Repose of Souls” (bottom)

Rafiel’s galdr was fairly easy to transcribe; due to its pulse, I could assign a quarter note value to
that pulse and notate the rhythm. Because there is no regular pulse in Leanne’s and Reyson’s
galdrar, some decisions had to be made regarding the best way to notate it. This led me to think
about what elements of the music I valued and which I thought would be important in a
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transcription if someone tried to use it to reproduce the original material.14
The chant notation displayed in Figure 13 is a moderately successful solution. Because
this form of notation specifies relative duration rather than fixed duration, I could transcribe
pitch lengths in general relation to one another rather than a standard set by precise note values
(i.e. quarter notes, half notes, etc.). Here, the black notes are relatively short in duration, with
white notes being held longer and breves the longest of all. Though Leanne does not breathe
during her galdr (a marvel of recorded music), breath marks are helpful in Reyon’s galdr to
denote unmetered pauses.
Aside from issues of rhythm, pitch names were difficult to discern in many of the heron
galdrar. Upon my first several hearings, my Western conservatory-trained ear recoiled at hearing
these songs because they seemed wildly out of tune, particularly Leanne’s. Upon further
inspection, though, it appears that heron music could operate using a tuning system other than
equal temperament. Though I have transcribed Leanne’s galdr with a key signature of five flats,
it sounds more like a scale beginning on a quarter-tone between D-flat and D-natural. Though
Rafiel’s and Reyson’s galdrar begin on the pitches F and A respectively, discrepancies in
intonation become far more evident the further away the singer moves from the starting pitch.
These issues led me to think of alternative systems of notation that would not necessarily
privilege traditionally Western notions of musical value.15 For this experiment, I have decided to
use Reyson’s song, though any of the heron galdrar would make fine substitutes. First, examine

14

Questions about transcribing non-Western musics have long been raised by ethnomusicologists. For two classics
texts, see: Per Ellingson, “Transcription,” in Ethnomusicology: An Introduction, edited by Helen Myers, 110-152
(New York: Norton, 1992) and Bruno Nettl, “Transcription,” in The Study of Ethnomusicology, 2nd Edition
(Urbana; Chicago; Springfield: Illinois University Press, 2005), 74-91.
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In retrospect, these transcriptions were much more about process than product. Though they are not particularly
helpful in attempting to recreate the herons’ music, creating them forced me to think about this music in a way
minimally influenced by the assumptions of Western music theory. Looking ahead to Chapter 3, such transcriptions
would be a valuable classroom assignment.
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Figure 14.
Figure 14: Alternative Notation #1, Reyson’s Galdr

This graphic, alternative notation #1, features a series of octagons each with a note name
corresponding to a pitch in the scale used for Reyson’s galdr. The lowest note of the scale lies at
the top of the octagon, with each pitch moving higher in a clockwise direction. Each of the
octagons represents a phrase unit clearly marked by Reyson’s singing. The octagons are meant to
be read left to right, top to bottom. To begin, the singer phonates the circled pitch and then
moves at the pace they desire to the next connected pitch. So, in the first octagon, the singer
would sing an A, then the C above that, then the B below that. Duration is intentionally left
ambiguous, as we have no way knowing if – in a real-life scenario – Reyson would perform the
galdr using the same durational relationships each time.
My next notational solution is pictured in Figure 15. Whereas definite pitch was indicated
in alternative notation #1, there is no such effort in alternative notation #2. Through the magic of
recording studios, the herons are able to begin on the exact same pitch each time they sing.
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However, if these songs were to be performed in real life, it is doubtful that starting pitch would
be of pivotal importance. Therefore, alternative notation #2 displays pitches in relation to one
another; lines on the same horizontal plane are identical pitches. Here, singular horizontal lines
represent the pitches: the longer the duration, the longer the line. Skips of a diatonic third are
represented by an upside-down U, while leaps of a fourth or larger are manifested in the form of
diagonal lines. Just as in alternative notation #1, distinct phrase segments are separated by
physical space.
Figure 15: Alternative Notation #2, Reyson’s Galdr

So, how do the herons’ galdrar operate in a metrically normative music world? William
Rothstein notes that the 18th-century theorists Riepel, Kirnberger, and Koch believed duple
phrase lengths to be the “best” or “most natural,” an idea later taken up by Schenker with the
rationale that duple metrical patterns relate to the binary cycle of the human heartbeat. It is for
reasons such as these that “asymmetrical phrases – especially those of odd-numbered lengths –
came to be looked upon with something resembling moral disapproval.”16 If music does not

16

William Nathan Rothstein, Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1989), 33-4.
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reflect the human heartbeat, then those who created that music are simply not human. Therefore,
the irregular phrase lengths of the heron galdrar serve to highlight the cultural differences of the
herons from the humans and other laguz tribes.
Martin Clayton has noted that, though some unmetered forms of music exist in the West,
they have not been seriously considered as sites for rhythmic analysis. Instead, most scholars
have turned to unmetered music as “world music” phenomena, finding about seventy genres
across the six habitable continents.17 Judit Frigyesi’s conception of truly “free” rhythm follows
such a trend in that she mostly values non-metric music in a context where metered music does
not exist. She writes,
What is important here is not simply that free rhythm occurs frequently, but the fact that
it is often a determining, idiosyncratic characteristic of a given musical genre or style.
These free rhythm styles cannot be conceived as occasional deviations from a basically
metric structure; they appear to be independent of any familiar concept of metricity.18
While I agree with Frigyesi that there is much value in analyzing free rhythm in the context of
being completely independent from conceptions of metricity, heron galdrar presents itself as a
fascinating case study of the contrary; the songs sung by the herons act as a diegetic musical
tradition with nonmetric styles in a world where clearly metrical, nondiegetic music is the norm.
Take, for example, the slave-owner Oliver’s theme, “Power-Hungry Fool” (Video 35). A work
for solo harpsichord at its outset (eventually growing into a full Baroque orchestra), it presents
itself as unmistakably metric and reminiscent of a Bach invention by virtue of its
instrumentation, harmonic language, ornamentation, and clear simple duple meter.
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Martin Clayton, “Free Rhythm: Ethnomusicology and the Study of Music without Metre,” Music, Time & Place:
Essays in Comparative Musicology (Delhi: B.R. Rhythms, 2007), 61-2.
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Judit Frigyesi, “Preliminary Thoughts toward the Study of Music without Clear Beat: The Example of ‘Flowing
Rhythm’ in Jewish ‘Nusah’,” Asian Music 24, no. 2 (1993): 64. Emphasis mine.
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It is critical to relate this concept of free rhythm to a tradition of racial Othering and
primitivism in music through rhythm. Curt Sachs identifies freely rhythmic music as “a precious
heirloom from our animal ancestry”19 while, to Idelsohn, free rhythm was an important
characteristic of the “Semitic-Oriental” music of Antiquity.20 Kartomi claims that it would be
pointless to conduct “minutely detailed rhythmic analyses of songs which feature a very small
degree of rhythmic regularity or repetition.”21 Hasty, too, has identified a trend in Western music
analysis wherein “what is arrhythmic is disorganized and incomprehensible; and, in many cases,
such formlessness is identified with stasis.”22
Clayton would probably describe the heron galdrar as possessing free rhythm since it is
without meter and without periodic organization. In his writings, however, Clayton is skeptical
that such music can even exist. He writes, “So strong is the urge to perceive pulse in music (and,
perhaps, to generate a pulse in performance), that there may be very little music which at no
point suggests pulsation.”23 Though, to Clayton, the purpose of freely rhythmic music is for a
solo singer to transmit text, as it is too difficult to coordinate ensemble singing in this context.24
This idea is manifest in the Galdr of Rebirth, a song that must be sung by more than one heron to
return life to their forest home (Video 36, transcription in Figure 16). Interesting to note in this
example is that it is the only metered music in the entire heron repertory. As predicted by
Clayton, a sense of meter is created through nondiegetic instruments for the purposes of
19
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ensemble singing. It might be understood, then, that the herons are only able to achieve metricity
through assistance from instruments, which belong to “us,” the humans. Only by incorporating
traditionally Western musical elements can the heron galdrar approach any semblance of value
or greatness.
Figure 16: Galdr of Rebirth

Clayton argues that “Western musicology tends to assume the presence of metre as a
precondition for musical rhythm,” leading musicologists to identify freely rhythmic music as
“folk” music rather than “art” music, even though free rhythm occurs in both.25 It becomes clear
from such analytical trends that nonmetric music is viewed to “lack” something, that it deviates
from a normal code of aesthetic values. Seemingly conjoined with this value system is the view
that “good” music displays some degree of repetition. In his study of Electronic Dance Music,
Luis-Manuel Garcia notes, “The culture industry enforces standardization and passive listening
by using repetition to create a feeling of recognition, which eventually transmutes into the
acceptance of a cultural object.”26 Because most known rhythmically free music is “through-
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composed,” it conflicts with Western musical values of modernity and progress. It is important to
note, then, that none of the heron galdrar feature musical material that would generally be
considered repetitive.
It is not a groundbreaking discovery that Western art music favors that which can be
easily notated. In “Preliminary Thoughts toward the Study of Music without Clear Beat,”
Frigyesi destabilizes this view pervasive in Western music theory. She argues that all music is
heavily reliant on oral tradition and that the score is simply a physical manifestation of this.
Because such elements as styles of accentuation and stress cannot be distilled from the score
itself, she regards notation as “doomed to inadequacy.” She refers to the Western classical
system of notation – and others like it – as “suggestive notation,” wherein a complex oral
tradition is required to accurately reproduce what is being notated. Furthermore, she argues that
even if notation could express the exact way in which to perform a piece of music, humans are
incapable of replicating it. Therefore, she concludes that, at best, musical scores allow
performers to create an “abstraction of the temporal experience and not the temporal experience
itself.”27 This is all to say that, because the heron galdrar cannot be notated in the same ways that
Western music can, it is once again Othered from the classically Western-sounding music of the
slave owner Oliver (and the rest of the games’ soundtracks as a whole); it defies that which
Western classical music holds most dear.
The herons sing their galdrar in an invented language, a marked difference from their
spoken vernacular. This creates many questions when, as Frigyesi notes, vocal genres are almost
always influenced by speech.28 Clayton observes that this is particularly evident in free rhythm
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genres, as speech rhythm and poetic meters dictate syllabic inflection.29 There are some
documented examples, however, of free rhythm singing wherein no meaningful text is sung.
Posnett, for example, observes that there is no semantic meaning in Javanese bawa, a solo vocal
introduction to a gamelan composition; the musical sounds of the words, he argues, overrule the
conventions of speech.30 Similarly, Tolbert writes that the words sung in Karelian laments are
intentionally obscured, as there are no words to accurately convey profound sadness.31 In his
study of alap, Clayton finds that the text is unimportant and that the goal of the genre is to
display “melodic processes – the presentation, expansion and permutation of material.”32 Again,
the nonsemantic content of the heron galdrar both Others it from metrical musics and aligns it
with already-peripherated musical styles.
Conclusion
Throughout Path of Radiance and Radiant Dawn the half-human, half-animal laguz
creatures are mocked, scorned, and sold as slaves. While the “strong” laguz – like cats and tigers
– are used to perform physical labor, the herons are portrayed as physically weak beings of
purity and beauty best put to use performing artistic labor. Framed as both a racial and musical
anomaly, the player is forced to encounter and interact with a musical tradition that is probably
far different from the ones they are familiar with. In a world where almost all music is
instrumental and nondiegetic, a diegetic and freely rhythmic vocal genre is sure to stand out.
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Figure 17: Chapter 2 Video Guide
Video #
26

27

28

29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36

Description
The “Radio Los Santos” radio
station, broadcast from the
inner city, plays only hip-hop
music.
The “K-ROSE” radio station,
broadcast from a
predominantly white, rural
area, plays only country
music.
The newly composed theme
for Japan, “Sakura Sakura.”
The game’s composers
claimed that they composed
new music when “there simply
is not a well-known tune to
represent a culture.”
A representative sample of the
game’s “Classical” era
soundtrack.
“Winds Across the Plains,”
nondiegetic music indicating
to the player that they’re
fighting on Sacaean land.
“Girl of the Plains,”
nondiegetic theme music for a
Sacaean character.
Rafiel’s heron galdr has a
pulse but no sense of
metricity.
Leanne’s heron galdr has no
sense of pulse or metricity.
Reyson’s heron galdr has no
sense of pulse or metricity.
The theme music for the
slave-owner Oliver is metric
and played on harpsichord; no
vocals are involved.
The herons Reyson and
Leanne sing the Galdr of
Rebirth to return life to the
forest.
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Game
Grand Theft Auto: San
Andreas (2004)
GTA San Andreas

Civilization IV (2005)

Civ IV
Fire Emblem: The Blazing
Blade (2003)
FE Blazing Blade
Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn
(2007)
FE Radiant Dawn
FE Radiant Dawn
Fire Emblem: Path of
Radiance (2005)
FE Path of Radiance
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Chapter 3: The Past, Present, and Future of Game Music Pedagogy
Introduction
Thus far, this thesis project has been largely concerned with the relationship between
video games and theories of intersectional feminisms. I have attempted to answer – or at least
begin to answer – such questions as How can we, as gamers or spectators of games, identify
patriarchal systems at work in game music? and How are these patriarchal systems experienced
uniquely in game music, as opposed to commonly associated mediums like film and opera? The
reader may be wondering, though, what is a practical application of theories that identify
symptoms of patriarchy in video games?
A logical and fruitful way to approach this lacuna is through a pedagogical lens, as
classroom settings often provide students with the tools to think intersectionally and critically.
The chapter at hand has two purposes: (1) Identify the content and goals of past and current
game music curricula, with a special focus on learning outcomes; and (2) Create a syllabus for a
course that would both benefit from strides made in game music pedagogy while also acting as
the first attempt to dedicate an entire semester to the relationship between game music and social
change.

Music Games in the Classroom
Video game music’s undergraduate classroom debut was not as a repertory to be studied.
Video games involving musical performance were first introduced as a way to assist music
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majors’ understanding of and interaction with Western-generated classical and popular musics.
Such video games – the most popular of which are Guitar Hero, Rock Band, and Dance Dance
Revolution – are most commonly referred to as music games. In the introduction to his edited
collection on the subject, Michael Austin defines music video games as “those in which the
formal elements of the game (rules, rhetoric, dynamics, etc.) are musical in nature.”1 Throughout
the past decade, instructors have integrated these games into their music theory and aural skills
classrooms, all reporting positive outcomes.2 These music games – games wherein players press
buttons to perform pre-existing music – differ in kind from game music, newly composed sound
to accompany a player as they play a video game. While the music in music games is presented
directly to the player as the main interactive component, game music is largely concerned with
cueing the player about the virtual world they have decided to interact with.
Guitar Hero and Rock Band are music rhythm game series in which players use
instrument-shaped controllers to simulate playing popular songs. As the song plays through the
game’s audio, colored note heads scroll from the background to the foreground of the screen.
Once one or more note heads reach the front of the screen, players are expected to press the
button on their controller of the corresponding color. Lead, rhythm, and bass guitars are the only
instrument peripherals available in the Guitar Hero games (a new installment was released each
year from 2005-2009). Games in the Rock Band series (2007, 2008, 2010, 2015) allow players to
choose among guitar, drum kit, microphone, and keyboard. Aside from pressing the right button
at the right time, the game will sometimes require the player (depending on the song’s difficulty
level) to perform instrument-specific techniques, such as strumming, hammer-ons, and pull-offs.
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Michael Austin, “Taking Note of Music Games,” Music Video Games: Performance, Politics, and Play (New
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Dance Dance Revolution has a longer history, first released in Japan as an arcade game in
1998, followed by a home console release in 1999. The arcade version made its way to North
America in 1999 but would not see a North American home console release until Dance Dance
Revolution SuperNova in 2006. The series received new annual installments during the period of
1998 through 2013. Whether playing in an arcade or at home, players stand on a dance pad with
pressure-sensitive arrows facing the four cardinal directions. As arrow-shaped signals scroll the
game screen from bottom to top, players place their feet on the corresponding arrow on their
dance pad. For example, if two left- and up-facing arrows reach the top of the screen, the player
would at that moment attempt to place their left foot on the left arrow of their game pad, and
their right foot on the dance pad’s up arrow. Just as with Rock Band and Guitar Hero games, the
levels in Dance Dance Revolution are accompanied by popular songs of varying difficulty levels.
In constructing curricula wherein music games feature a productive role, educators and
pedagogues have turned to theories of play for inspiration. An oft-cited example is the work of
biologists Patrick Bateson and Paul Martin, who argue that play “enables the individual to
discover new approaches to dealing with the world.”3 Indeed, music games have been identified
as a particularly effective pedagogical tool for a number of reasons. First, gaming in general has
been noted to be a highly motivational activity, and a self-motivating one at that.4 Gamers often
devote a significant portion of their daily routines to gaming. To compliment this, gamers exhibit
an unusually high threshold for frustration. When a player fails and reaches the Game Over
screen, it is not unusual for them to repeatedly try again until they have accomplished a specific
3
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task. As much can be seen on Twitch.tv, a live online streaming video platform through which
gamers broadcast themselves playing video games. These “streamers” have commented that their
own personal minimum stream length is generally 3-4 hours in one continuous sitting.5 Even
when encountering difficult in-game challenges, gamers muster the energy to continue playing
through fatigue and hardship, presumably motivated by fun.
Secondly, these music games are pedagogically useful because their in-game difficulty
can be adjusted to match the player’s specifications. When a player self-evaluates their own skill
level relative to the difficulty of the task at hand, Roesner et al. have suggested that players will
experience a state of flow and immersion, resulting in “an increase in self-esteem, motivation,
and cognitive efficiency.”6 The Dance Dance Revolution games, for example, all feature
difficulty levels labeled (from least to most difficult) Beginner, Basic, Difficult, Expert, and
Challenge.7 Varying levels of difficulty is particularly helpful as a gateway for students who
have never played a video game before, or have, but feel their skills are inadequate. This way,
“newbie” and veteran gamers alike can access an appropriate level of challenge throughout the
semester.
Finally, music video games are an excellent site of immediate feedback. Biamonte praises
Guitar Hero’s and Rock Band’s “built-in exercise in error detection;”8 if a player fails to play a
correct pitch or rhythm, the audio playback is either omitted, muffled, or replaced with a jarring
5
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noise. Further, before being scored, players can enter a “practice” mode in which this immediate
feedback is even more valuable. This mirrors what Hargreaves et al. refer to as the “third
environment,” an informal and autonomous setting wherein participants feel less self-conscious
about their skill level due to lack of an authoritative, human instructor or assessor.9 Such an
environment is conducive to learning in that it encourages a healthy level of risk. Allowing
students to experiment with these games and take risks in such “third environment” settings
appears crucial to a meaningful learning experience.
Music video games generally fall into at least one of three categories: performative,
analytical, and compositional. These are my original terms, developed from the scholarly
literature, which clusters around these categories. Educators and scholars generally have focused
on games to study and/or implement in curricula based on their capacity to facilitate students’
performing, analyzing music, and composing.
A “performative music game” simulates live musical performance for the player(s).
These games most often require connecting and operating a non-conventionally-shaped
controller, such as a guitar (Guitar Hero), drum set (Rock Band), or dance platform (Dance
Dance Revolution). Performative music games are popular because they allow players to feel as
though they are “really” playing a particular instrument, especially due to the technical virtuosity
required to clear these games on the highest difficulty setting.10 One player comments, “You’re
still doing music [by playing Guitar Hero], you’re still doing the beat, you’re still doing rhythm,
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you gotta do it in time.”11 This much is true. As mentioned previously, music games constantly
provide feedback and evaluation; the pressure applied to the player to press the right buttons at
the right time might feel quite similar to a pianist, for example, needing to press the correct keys
at the correct time to accurately perform a Chopin nocturne. Observing exactly this, Roger
Moseley thinks of the piano keyboard as an “interface,” a “digital medium in its configuration of
discrete, commutable elements and its dependably arbitrary mapping of input onto output.”12 On
a more logistical level, we may consider music games to be among the most “palpable” games
for musicologists – that is, the games most obviously and immediately applicable to the
discipline.
A number of pedagogues have published on the success of incorporating these
performative music games into their undergraduate classrooms. Nicole Biamonte reports that she
has experienced success integrating Guitar Hero and Rock Band into both her music theory and
aural skills classroom. She writes,
The visual and aural separation of song tracks into lead, rhythm, and bass guitars, drums,
and vocals (depending on the particular game version and song) trains listeners to parse
layers of musical texture.
[…]
The games also train sight-reading skills: experienced players have described their
development of essential techniques taught in aural-skills classes, such as scanning ahead
and chunking.13
In short, these music games provide players with alternative ways of engaging with the elements
of music (texture, timbre, melody, etc.). Further, skills developed while playing these games are
fully transferable to music-making in Western art and popular music traditions. Biamonte also
11
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comments on Guitar Hero’s practice mode, which differs from that of other music games.14
While most practice modes allow for the player to perform the song without being scored, Guitar
Hero allows players to repeatedly perform sections of songs, just as they might when practicing
their repertoire in the practice room.
Rock Band’s uniqueness lies in its number of available instruments. While (as the name
implies) all players must use a guitar controller in Guitar Hero, people looking to play Rock
Band can choose from controllers shaped like a guitar, drum kit, microphone, or
keyboard/“keytar.” Roesner et al. cite this feature of the game as critical to the learning process
for their students:
Learners frequently alluded to the ability to select a particular peripheral (instrument) and
concordant difficulty level as being particularly efficacious, resulting in subsequently
higher levels of intrinsic motivation… This in turn gave rise to a more personally
meaningful experience in that it fostered a deeper sense of agency across learners.15
Dance Dance Revolution (hereafter DDR) has been another popular game in the aural
skills classroom. Though the player does not take control of an instrument, they are expected to
place their foot on at least one of four “dance pads” according to the rhythms dictated on the
screen. Like Guitar Hero and Rock Band, the game provides the player with real-time feedback
on their rhythmic attacks. Further, DDR is unique in that its practice mode allows the player to
adjust the tempo of whatever song they would like to work on. When Auerbach et al. decided to
implement a multi-semester curriculum integrating DDR in the aural skills sequence, they strived
to “build a classroom ‘culture of fluency,’ wherein mistakes in singing, tapping, and conducting
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are tolerated but pauses and stops are not.”16 We often encourage our students to practice their
sight-singing exercises slowly, scan ahead, and “chunk,” all practices addressed easily by way of
DDR’s core features.
In sum, performative music video games have demonstrated success in undergraduate
music classrooms because they convey “old” information (i.e. Western music theory) in new
ways. To be more precise, strategies of interacting with musical material are made more
accessible and fun. Kiri Miller notes that she enjoys playing Guitar Hero so much because she
will never perform “a huge repertoire of songs with a touring band”17 outside of the game, but
the experience is simulated for her when she switches on the power button. Although the guitar
in the players’ hands may not be a “real” guitar – pressing the buttons on the controller does not
emit a sound unless the game is turned on – the experience of playing the game often resonates
with players’ perceptions of and expectations about embodied performance. Additionally, these
student are incentivized to stay focused not only by way of the medium (a video game) but also
the genre of the game’s songs, perhaps music many of them would choose to engage with in their
free time. By being able to exert agency over the difficulty level and receiving immediate
feedback without the risk of public embarrassment, even students unfamiliar with (or perhaps
even resistant to) video games are able to succeed.
Though performative music games have received the most scholarly attention, analytical
and compositional music games have also been used effectively as pedagogical tools. An
analytical music video game materializes the elements of music both visually and interactively.
In his 2018 presentation at the North American Conference on Video Game Music, Ryan
16
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Thompson discussed his use of the game Audiosurf (2008) in a music appreciation course for
non-music majors. Audiosurf is a music/racing hybrid game wherein the content is largely
dictated by the player. Before playing, the player is encouraged to load an audio file (MP3,
WAV, etc.) that the game will then convert into a racetrack (though the player is free to use the
default music if they so desire). The selected file’s tempo, harmonic rhythm, and relative
amplitude affect both the layout/shape of the racetrack as well as the velocity of the player’s
racecar.
In his presentation, Thompson played the game twice, each time loading a different
performance of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Immediately, the advantages of using the game as
a way to discuss two performances of the same work became apparent; the racecourses were so
different that one might (reasonably) have believed the two were generated from recordings of
different compositions. Particularly for non-music majors, Thompson argued that the visual
representation of these performances proved far more accessible to his students than his previous
method of placing two waveforms on the same PowerPoint slide. Ultimately, Audiosurf (and
another analytical music games) are pedagogically useful because they visualize musical
information in a way that is more easily understandable to a group of players from diverse
intellectual backgrounds.
Compositional music games are video games that allow the player to compose music and
meaningfully interact with their newly composed music within the game. While studies on
compositional music games are nowhere near as extensive, two scholars have published on the
compositional mechanics present in The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (1998).18 The game’s
protagonist is given an ocarina near the outset and is required to diegetically play music on it
throughout his journey to solve various puzzles, change the weather, and evoke other similar
18
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powers. The player can compose one of these songs themselves by visiting, within the game, the
scarecrow at Lake Hylia. This demands both a degree of creativity and long-term memory of the
player because (1) the notes of the composition cannot match any of the other twelve songs
learned throughout the game, and (2) there is no in-game method to remind oneself of how to
play the song (though, of course, the player could write it down in real life). For these reasons,
Summers argues that Ocarina of Time “provides a music educational experience by developing
musical memory and asking players to become performers, listeners, and composers.”19

Game Music in the Classroom
Music video games have been used in undergraduate music classrooms over the past
decade. Put another way, music games in this context have been used as a means to an end.
Relatively recently, however, game music (the music originally composed for video games) has
been introduced to undergraduate classrooms as an end in and of themselves, a corpus of music
worthy of academic study. At the time of this writing, there is absolutely no published material
on courses that teach video game music as the main repertory. Nevertheless, I have been able to
collect various syllabi and have heard presentations on game music pedagogy at conferences.
Quite understandably, individuals presently teaching courses on video game music are
rather protective of their materials (i.e. syllabi); many of my colleagues are rushing to publish on
the subject and/or hoping to refine their courses before sharing them publicly. As an insider in
the ludomusicological community, I was able to acquire a number of syllabi with the stipulation
that I would not reveal any specific information about individual courses. Though there are
obvious disadvantages in not being able to cite specific sources, I am confident that I am still
able to speak to both the trends and lacunae of current game music pedagogy.
19
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Matthew Thompson at the University of Michigan has taught two different courses on
video game music and has been more publicly transparent about his objectives and rationale. He
spoke of one at the 2018 North American Conference on Video Game Music, and the other has
been documented on his blog since the course’s first offering in the Fall 2013 semester.20 The
course he presented on at the conference caters specifically to pianists and examines book
collections of video game music arranged for the keyboard. The course raises several questions
regarding the function and uniqueness of game music, and how arrangers have chosen to
navigate the transcription for a completely different, solo instrument.
For example, Thompson joked in his NACVGM ‘18 talk, “So we have game audio,
which is nonlinear in nature, right? But when I start playing the Super Mario Bros. theme, I don’t
want to be trapped here forever [at the piano] ‘cause it loops.” Thompson has identified two
main trends in these books that deal with this problem. First, some arrangements will simply
have a repeat sign at the end with a Fadeout performance instruction (which Thompson deems
“very true to the original game sounds”). This method of arrangement refuses to engage with the
problem at hand, as the performer must create their own practical solution. More creatively,
other arrangements will stitch several music cues together to form a sort of narrative ending. This
is not dissimilar to issues concerning pianos and early silent film, just as a comparative reference
point. For example, Thompson showed an arrangement where the Super Mario Bros. theme
(which loops in the game) was followed by the victory music, an event-driven cue that always
triggers when Mario has grabbed the flag and completed the level. In this way, the piece feels
“complete,” and the music heard still makes sense within the narrative context of playing the
game.
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Another topic Thompson covers with his students in the course is the duty of the
composer when transforming programmed compositions into performable scores. How might the
original composers like the music to be played on a completely different instrument and in a
completely different context? Of one inappropriately transcribed passage, Thompson
commented,
Those triplets in the left hand, for me, are quite technically difficult. The more true to the
original game audio these get, the more almost unplayable they become, and un-pianistic,
in a way.
Perhaps anticipating such problems, the original composers would often leave messages at the
beginning of certain works explaining how to make the switch from synthetic orchestra to solo
piano. Here are just a few of many examples:21
This is the same motive as the Clock Tower, but please play this pianistically. In other
words, do not be so square. Use slight push and pull with the tempo, and play the melody
singingly. Please use the pedal at [rehearsal marking] C to smoothly play the wide
arpeggio in the left hand.22
If all the notes are difficult to play in the left hand, you may choose to leave out the
middle notes.23
Please bring out the sense of urgency, as if being chased.24
Play with an organ-like resonance.25
To practice, play the staccato notes extremely short in order to grasp the difference from
those that are not marked with staccato.26

21

All translations from Japanese to English by Alex Hayashi.

22

The Legend of Zelda: Best Collection, “Song of Healing”

23

The Legend of Zelda: Best Collection, “Prelude of Light”

24

The Legend of Zelda: Best Collection, “Ganon’s Theme”

25

Final Fantasy VII Piano Collections, “One-Winged Angel”

26

Dragon Quest: Official Best Album, “Dungeon”
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Such “notes from the composer” served as an engaging source of pedagogical inquiry in
Thompson’s course.
Thompson’s course described above is the most unusual of the courses on video game
music I was able to find. Most current courses all bear the generic title “Video Game Music.”
Though it is not my goal to wrongfully homogenize the undoubtedly hard work of those who
designed such courses, by contrast I do wish to design a course exchanging their wide breadth
for more focused depth. While there are definite advantages to survey courses, studying
categorical difference expressed in game music lends itself to close readings and analyses not
typically conducted alongside broad overviews. General courses often strive to teach students
about gaming hardware, composition, and history. The syllabus I propose below focuses instead
on interdisciplinarity and close readings of particular games. Through this classroom setting,
games can be studied both as interactive medium and as text.

Proposed Course: Game Music and Social Change
The last section of this chapter proposes a syllabus for a course on video game music and
feminist theories. This particular critical lens allows every student to build on background
knowledge, particularly in music, video games, or feminist thought. Ultimately, the goal of the
course will be to provide students with the tools necessary to analyze the games discussed while
also preparing them to apply these theories to other games, recognizing patterns and social
expectations.
Of the syllabi I have been able to acquire and review, it has become obvious to me that
no one is currently teaching an entire course dedicated to game music’s relationship with social
issues. This is surprising, given that many surveys of music and popular culture do situate
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discussions first in critical discourses on identity. Though some of the courses did dedicate a
week or unit to such topics, issues such as gender, sexuality, and race in game audio have largely
been treated as an aside. Further still, assigned readings concerning gender, sexuality, race, etc.
are usually case studies of particular games; they do not offer further applications of their
specific reading. In contrast, my proposed course below makes a conscious effort to engage with
gender studies, critical race theory, queer theory, trauma studies, and cultural memory at both
broad and detailed levels. The readings are pulled from non-music disciplines, musicology
broadly, and ludomusicology specifically.
People – particularly young people – are looking to virtual worlds as a way to reimagine
the worlds in which they live. Though these virtual game worlds are not “real” in the sense that
humans do not live and breathe in them, they are very real in that people experience meaningful
interactions with these games every day. Further, real people created these worlds. Though game
worlds are often constructed and viewed as an escape, as a world meant to be far different from
the planet we live on, it cannot be helped that Earth and virtual worlds share several structural
similarities – namely, patriarchal orders and oppressive biases. Our students are playing video
games. Our students are listening to game music. It is high time that universities equip them with
tools to critically engage with these experiences.
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Video Game Music and Social Change
Course description and objectives
This course offers critical readings of video game music through intersectional feminist lenses.
We will investigate game music as both a unique medium and one sharing similarities to film,
opera, and other musical traditions. Further, we will complicate the distinctions of (and
surprising similarities between) music, sound, and noise. This is not a “best game music of all
time” course. While there will be a conscious effort to acquaint studies with a wide variety of
game music (both in terms of style and time period), the main focus is on games that project or
perpetuate harmful stereotypes and ideas, and why recognizing these tropes is important.
Students will engage with academic, informal, and creative writing styles, play video games, and
listen to game audio on a consistent basis. The course culminates in both a final presentation and
paper.
Prerequisites
No prior musical or gaming experience is required. All that is necessary is your unbridled
enthusiasm in exploring unfamiliar territory and a willingness to “put yourself out there.”
Course materials and resources
Part of the uniqueness of its course is a tri-fold division of labor; each week, you will be assigned
articles/chapters to read, music to listen to, and games to play. All readings will be available
digitally for download or are on reserve at the library. Audio examples are available on
YouTube. Although many of the games we will discuss can be emulated on your computers for
free, the following cannot and must be purchased:
Civilization IV (Windows & iOS); $20
http://store.steampowered.com/app/3900/Sid_Meiers_Civilization_IV/
Fire Emblem Fates: Conquest (Nintendo 3DS/2DS); $39
https://smile.amazon.com/Fire-Emblem-Fates-Conquest-Nintendo3DS/dp/B00ZS1SRO2/ref=sr_1_1?s=videogames&ie=UTF8&qid=1520106892&sr=11&keywords=fire+emblem+fates+conquest
Nintendo 2DS; $82
https://smile.amazon.com/Nintendo-2DS-Electric-Blue-MarioKart/dp/B01LZ2MX91/ref=sr_1_1?s=videogames&ie=UTF8&qid=1520106963&sr=11&keywords=nintendo%2B2ds&dpID=51%252By0XzvagL&preST=_SX300_QL70_&dpSrc=s
rch&th=1
Undertale (Windows & iOS); $10
http://store.steampowered.com/app/391540/Undertale/
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Although not required, you may find it helpful to purchase a USB controller when playing games
on your computer ($15).
https://smile.amazon.com/iNNEXT-Nintendo-Controller-GamestickRaspberry/dp/B01N7ANDLC/ref=sr_1_3?rps=1&ie=UTF8&qid=1520107275&sr=83&keywords=usb+controller&refinements=p_85%3A2470955011&dpID=51fVN3oyCL&preST=_SY300_QL70_&dpSrc=srch
Grading
Attendance & participation
Discussion leading
Listening/gaming journal
Final presentation
Final paper

10%
15%
30%
15%
30%

Expectations and assignments
Attendance and participation are crucial in courses as discussion-based as this one. You will be
provided with two unexcused absences during the term, for which your grade will not be
lowered. Each unexcused absence beyond that will result in a 5% deduction from your final
grade. Documentation of hospital visits, family emergencies, etc. must be submitted to the
instructor in a timely manner in order to qualify them as excused absences.
Over the course of the semester, pairs of student will be expected to act as discussion leaders,
initiating class conversations on the reading, playing, and listening assignments. You might
choose to share excerpts of your journal and/or incorporate other games you know of.
Ultimately, your job is to comment on and raise questions about the week’s themes.
Your listening/gaming journal is perhaps the most important assignment you will complete this
semester. Each week, you will be expected to log your thoughts about, feelings of, and reactions
to the listening and gaming assignments. You are encouraged to incorporate a mixture of prose,
bullets, drawing, and any other form of journaling that may serve useful to the expression of your
experiences. As interactivity is integral to gaming, you are particularly encouraged to comment
on how playing the game in question results in a different listening experience of the soundtrack.
Ultimately, the playing assignments are akin to large-scale listening assignments, so you are
expected to pay attention to the game’s audio as you play.
Near the end of the semester, each student will give a 10-minute presentation on a game(s) of
their choice and how it relates to the theories we’ve discussed during the semester. In lieu of a
final exam, students will, after receiving the instructor’s comments, re-work their presentation
into a 2,000-2,500-word paper.
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Academic honor
Please be sure to acquaint yourself with the school’s honor code. Students found to be
intentionally plagiarizing others’ work, whether a published author’s or a classmate’s, will
immediately fail the course. If you’re unsure about how to cite a source, please do ask!
Student accommodations
Please do contact me as soon as possible if you wish to seek classroom accommodations. All
such conversations will remain confidential, with the exception of the office of Student
Accessibility Services. Similarly, I am happy to re-schedule discussion leading and presentations
to accommodate any religious observances, with advance notice.
Course Schedule
Unit 1: “Press Start”
Week 1: Game Music 101
The course begins with a broad introduction of video game music. We will explore its history
and functions, as well as interrogating the idea of video games as (musical) texts.
Read:
Collins, “Gameplay, Genre, and the Functions of Game Audio”
Fritsch, “History of Video Game Music”
Summers, “The Video Game as a Source”
Play: Pong (1972)
Space Invaders (1978)
Pac-Man (1980)
Listen: none
Because this course assumes no prior gaming experience on the part of the student, the
first two weeks of this course are play-intensive. Pong is the first game with audio generally, and
Space Invaders and Pac-Man are some of the first games with monophonic melodies. These
games are easy to play relative to those that will be played later in the semester, facilitating
students’ familiarity with basic video game controls.
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Week 2: Writing About Game Music
As many of you may not have engaged in these kinds of topics before, we will discuss strategies
for reading academic prose as well as practice writing about music. Additionally, we will
contemplate the legitimacy of video games in the academy.
Read:
Bellman, A Short Guide to Writing About Music (p. 1-19)
Ebert, “Video Games Can Never Be Art”
Pinker, “Why Academics Stink at Writing”
Play: Rally-X (1980)
Carnival (1980)
Frogger (1981)
Listen: none
Again, this week’s Play assignments serve to familiarize students with gaming in general
while also informing them of important moments in the beginning stages of game audio. Rally-X
was the first game to feature a continuous, melodic soundtrack. Carnival was the first game to
use the AY-3-8910 sound chip and, thus, a non-monophonic soundtrack. Frogger was the first
game to introduce a dynamic soundtrack, featuring music and sound effects that trigger as a
result of the player’s actions. For example, a sound effect is used to represent the sound of a
frog’s hop whenever the player presses the “jump” button.
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Week 3: Foundational Feminist Thought
As this is a course tightly interwoven with feminist theory, we will take this week as an
opportunity to learn the foundations of intersectional feminism. Moving forward in the course, it
is imperative that we always consider the intersections of age, race, class, gender, sexuality, and
ability.
Read:
Davis, “Ferguson Reminds Us of the Importance of a Global Context”
Gardiner, “Introduction” to Masculinity Studies & Feminist Theory
Lorde, “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women Redefining Difference”
Play: Dig Dug (1982)
Super Mario Bros. (1985)
Listen:

Super Mario Bros. 3, “Underground Theme” (1988)
Final Fantasy, “Battle Theme” (1987)
The Legend of Zelda, “Overworld Theme” (1986)

This is the last week where the Play/Listen assignments serve as a canonic reference for
students. Dig Dug was the first of many games that followed in Frogger’s virtual footsteps by
making dynamic music/sound a central element of the soundtrack. The impact of the Super
Mario Bros. soundtrack cannot be overstated, and its composer Koji Kondo went on to become
one of the most famous names in game music history. Super Mario is also a significant step-up
in terms of difficulty from the previous Play assignments, preparing students for the games to
come.
The Listen assignments also serve as a canonic reference point this week, cueing students
in to important technological/compositional innovations and tropes that will be recognized
throughout the semester. The Super Mario Bros. 3 soundtrack was one of the first to use a “noise
channel,” tones with distorted timbres and pitches so low they are heard as percussion. Battle and
overworld themes are both common categories of music heard in many games, so it is important
for students to recognize what compositional strategies make up these themes.
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Unit 2: Identity Politics
Week 4: Gender
In our first close theoretical readings of game audio, we will consider representations of female
characters visually, narratively, and sonically. As you play, consider the differences between
gaming’s first female protagonist (Samus) and Princess Peach, a long-time character but only
recently playable character. What are the plots of these games? How are the characters dressed?
What are trends you hear in the music?
Read:
Heeter, “Femininity”
Newman & Vanderhoef, “Masculinity”
Sarkeesian, “Body Language & The Male Gaze”
Sarkeesian, “Damsel in Distress”
Sarkeesian, “Women as Background Decoration”
Play: Metroid (1986)
Super Princess Peach (2005)
Listen:

The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, “Zelda’s Lullaby” (1998)
Paper Mario, “Wish of the Princess” (2000)

This week is the first of many that make feminist analysis the explicit focus, honing in on
basic representations of women in games. Metroid is the first console video game to feature a
female protagonist (Ms. Pac-Man was released in 1982 as an arcade game), but her spacesuit
largely obstructs any sign of her femininity. The opposite is true for Princess Peach in her
playable debut, wherein she defeats her enemies only through caricaturized expressions of joy,
gloom, rage, and calm; in other words, Mario and Luigi had been beating Bowser for twenty
years, but Peach can only defeat him with her emotions.
The Listen assignments focus on theme music and leitmotifs used to portray female game
characters. This music is often slower and higher-pitched in comparison to male characters’
theme music. Students are introduced to two of gaming’s most iconic princesses, Zelda and
Peach.
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Week 5: Sexuality
This week will spring off of the last as we consider the ways in which gender is inexplicably tied
to sexuality. What are the personalities of game characters who are queer and/or embody the role
of “sinister seductress?” How does their theme music work to strengthen these stereotypes and
representations?
Read:
Consalvo, “Hot Dates and Fairy Tale Romances: Studying Sexuality in Video
Games”
Sarkeesian, “Sinister Seductress”
Shaw, “What’s Next?: The LGBTQ Video Game Archive”
Play: Chrono Trigger (1995)
Listen:

The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, “Sheik” (1998)
Bayonetta, “Sexy Battle” (2009)
Diablo III, “The Maiden of Lust” (2012)

Queerness, sexuality, and the politics of the body are all prominent themes this week.
Students will play Chrono Trigger, the first game to feature a presumably trans character. Flea
dresses in a feminine manner but is always referred to with masculine pronouns. When a
character asks Flea if he is a boy or a girl, Flea answers, “Male… female… what does it matter?
Power is beautiful, and I’ve got the power!”
Ocarina of Time has also raised questions about the gender identity of one of its
characters, Sheik. For about half of the game, Princess Zelda takes on the guise of Sheik, a
masculine-presenting warrior. Sheik’s theme music raises interesting questions about this,
combining tropes of both male and female character themes. In contrast to the calm and demure
princess themes students listened to last week, the music from Bayonetta and Diablo III play up
the sensuality and sex appeal of its female characters.
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Week 6: Race, Time, and Place (1/2)
Game music displays a long and troubled past in portraying non-white characters. In the next two
weeks, we will investigate the irrational origins of sonic racial stereotypes and the compositional
techniques used to create them. Further, we will evaluate the strategic worth of characters of
color in terms of gameplay.
Read:
Agawu, “The Invention of ‘African Rhythm’”
Cook, “Music, History, and Progress in Sid Meier’s Civilization IV”
Miller, “Jacking the Dial: Radio, Race, and Place in ‘Grand Theft Auto’”
Play: Civilization IV (2005)
Listen:

Yu-Gi-Oh! The Duelists of the Roses, “VS. Lancastrians” (2001)
Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn, “Repose of Souls” (2007)
Grand Theft Auto V, “Welcome to Los Santos” (2013)

Civilization IV has been criticized for its problematic representations of non-white and
supposedly “primitive” cultures. For further information, see Chapter 2 of this thesis.
The Duelists of the Roses, like Civ IV, uses newly composed music to represent historical
figures, namely, the members of the Lancaster and York families from the Wars of the Roses
(1455-85). See Chapter 2 of this thesis for further elaborations on racialized musics in Radiant
Dawn and Grand Theft Auto.
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Week 7: Race, Time, and Place (2/2)
Read:
Burak & Parker, “A Prince’s Tale”
Plank, “‘From Russia with Fun!’: Tetris, Korobeiniki, and the Ludic Soviet”
Sarkeesian, “Not Your Exotic Fantasy”
Play: Tetris (1984)
Listen:

Street Fighter IV, “Chun-Li’s Theme” (2008)
Fire Emblem Fates: Conquest, “Embrace the Dark…” (2015)
Stella Glow, “Desert Battle” (2015)

Sonic representations of the Cold War Soviet Union are discussed in the Plank article.
The Listen assignments focus on racial-musical tropes to reinforce sonic stereotypes to
the player. “Chun-Li’s Theme” uses scales and instruments stereotypically conflated with China
(Chun-Li’s home country) and “Embrace the Dark” and “Desert Battle” do the same for
imagined Middle Eastern desert regions.
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Week 8: Voice (1/2)
Literature on the voice has noted that the human ear is conditioned to shift focus when a human
voice is heard, particularly in a context where the voice may not be expected. This week and
next, we study the relative anomaly of the singing voice in video games. We will come to find
that, unsurprisingly, characters’ voices are directly connected to our previous discussions of
gender and race. We will begin by discussing the solo voice and then move into choral singing.
Read:
Cheng, “How Celes Sang”
Collins, “Sound at the Borders: Enacting Game Sound”
Silverman, “Lost Objects and Mistaken Subjects”
Play: Fire Emblem Fates (2015)
Listen:

Final Fantasy VI, “Opera House Scene” (1994)
Fire Emblem Fates, “Lost in Thoughts All Alone” (2015)
Stella Glow, “Cherry Blossom” (2015)

For theories of female vocality in Fire Emblem Fates, see Chapter 1 of this thesis.
The opera house scene in Final Fantasy VI is discussed at length by Cheng as the first
instance of diegetic singing in a video game. It is an especially interesting case, as gaming
consoles had not yet developed the technology required to implement recorded voice into the
game; thus, composer Nobuo Uematsu had to use synthesized instruments to represent vocality.
Stella Glow is a recent game that features several female characters singing diegetically. The
character Sakuya, who sings “Cherry Blossom,” is from a fictional region in the game obviously
inspired by Japan. Just as was the case with Chun-Li last week, Sakuya’s supposed Japaneseness is emphasized through the sonic characteristics of her song.
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Week 9: Voice (2/2)
Read:
Burke, “Terpsichorean Vox: Hitoshi Sakimoto’s Choral Synthesis in the 16-bit
Era”
Cavarero, “The Fate of the Sirens”
Connor, “Choralities”
Play: Magical Chase (1991)
Listen:

Super Smash Bros. Brawl, “Final Destination” (2008)
Bravely Default, “Distorted Thoughts” (2012)
Fire Emblem Echoes, “Twilight of the Gods” (2017)

Whereas the solo singing discussed in the previous week was diegetic, choral music in
video games is almost always nondiegetic. Like the opera scene in FFVI, the soundtrack for
Magical Chase was written using synthesized instruments and no actual voices. Burke highlights
the compositional strategies used to create the “illusion” of voices where there are none.
Super Smash Bros. Brawl, Bravely Default, and Fire Emblem Echoes all feature
nondiegetic choral singing. These tracks are used as “final boss” music meant to represent a level
of divine/awesome power evocations of the epic.
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Unit 3: Sound and Noise in Game Soundtracks

Week 10: Silence
With the heavy emphasis this course has taken on music and sound, it is time to take a step back
and consider perceived lack of sound. As contemporary video games always are almost
accompanied by a soundtrack, what meaning lies in game scores favoring ambience over melody
and harmony?
Read:
Gann, “4’33’’ at First Listening”
Gibbons, “Wandering Tonalities: Silence, Sound, and Morality in Shadow of
the Colossus”
Jørgensen, “Left in the Dark: Playing Computer Games with the Sound
Turned Off”
Play: Shadow of the Colossus (2005)
Listen: John Cage, 4’33” (1952)
As Gibbons notes in his chapter, Shadow of the Colossus is unique in that its
“soundtrack” mostly consists of ambient noise. How might the player’s experience change when
they are confronted with a game containing almost no “music” in the sense they are probably
familiar with? These feelings of confusion, unease, and discomfort are mirrored in the game’s
narrative.
Though not from a video game of course, John Cage’s 4’33” serves as an excellent
starting point when discussing music versus silence with students. This will challenge their
preconceived notions about what music “is” and how ambient sound affects their gameplay just
as traditional music does.
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Week 11: War, Conflict, and Tragedy
Up until this point in the course, there has been a focus on music portraying particular characters.
This week, we will listen to game music meant to convey emotion or circumstance, particularly
as an accompaniment to tragic events. We will further interrogate the aestheticization of death
and violence.
Read:
Burak & Parker, “A Little Game About Peace”
Cheng, “A Tune at the End of the World”
Cheng, “Role-Playing Toward a Virtual Musical Democracy”
Play: Undertale (2015)
Listen:

Pokémon Black and White, “Unwavering Emotions” (2010)
Fire Emblem: Awakening, “Don’t Speak Her Name!” (2012)
Undertale, “Megalovania” (2015)

Undertale was a ground-breaking game at its release in that the player can attain one of
three possible endings based on the decisions they make throughout the game. If the player
refuses to kill any of their enemies, the game switches to Pacifist mode. If the opposite is chosen
– the player kills every enemy they encounter – the game enters Genocide mode. An acute
awareness of the gravity of the player’s decisions is reflected in the soundtrack. Generally,
carefree- and happy-sounding music plays during the Pacifist route, with the Genocide route
forcing the player to hear highly dissonant, almost demonic-sounding music.
The three listening assignments are tracks that accompany tragic events within their
respective games. “Megalovania” plays during the final boss fight of Undertale’s Genocide
route, the culmination of the player’s game-long aggressive – and arguably evil – choices. The
other two tracks from Pokémon and Fire Emblem play as the characters mourn the deaths of
comrades as a result of war.
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Week 12: Virtuality
While real human beings around the world suffer from oppression on a daily basis, it might be
fair to criticize this course for studying fictional characters who exist in virtual worlds. We will
use the readings to explore definitions of “real” and “virtual,” discovering the fluidity of these
boundaries and how one always has an impact on the other.
Read:
Collins, “The Real and the Virtual”
Harvey, “Virtual Worlds: An Ethnomusicological Perspective”
Summers, “Music and Virtual Game Worlds”
Play: student’s choice (1 game)
Listen: student’s choice (3 tracks)
Week 13: Student Presentations 1/2
No reading or play assignments. Students presenting may each give 1 listening assignment to the
rest of the class.
Week 14: Student Presentations 2/2
No reading or play assignments. Students presenting may each give 1 listening assignment to the
rest of the class.
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Week 15: Game Over?
Admittedly, this course has been somewhat pessimistic in tone. Over the past fourteen weeks, we
have primarily dealt with the problematic nature of game audio and the exploitation of minority
game characters. We will use this last week as an opportunity to examine positive
representations of these characters and how to continue applying what we’ve learned moving
forward. As a final note, we will listen to ending/credits music in games, contemplating the
juxtaposition of finality and open-endedness.
Read:
Aveiro-Ojeda, “Resistance Through Play: Latinx Indigenous Culture”
Jansz & Martis, “The Lara Phenomenon: Powerful Female Characters in Video
Games”
Schoemann, “Diversity in Games: Looking Back and Moving Forward”
Play: Beyond Good & Evil (2003) –OR– Drill Dozer (2005)
Listen:

Mega Man 7, “A Hero’s Return” (1995)
Kingdom Hearts, “March Caprice for Piano and Orchestra” (2002)
Portal, “Still Alive” (2007)

Beyond Good & Evil has received praised from Sarkeesian as an example of a video
game featuring a completely autonomous and empowered female protagonist. Through my own
playing of Drill Dozer, I feel similarly about that game; the protagonist Jill is the daughter of a
bandit gang who inherits leadership of the organization after her father is kidnapped. At the end
of the game, Jill’s father is so impressed by her actions that she is appointed the permanent gang
boss in his stead. As so many of the games throughout the course portray women in a negative
light, I wanted students to see what positive representations of women in games might look like.
The Listen assignments are all ending credits music. Though not directly related to the
course’s feminist lens, it seemed fitting for the last day of the course. The credits of video games
are somewhat self-contradictory, as there is often a “post-game” section with more for the player
to do after the credits have rolled. We will discuss nature of endings in general and how the
music listed above serves to support or subvert the idea of finality.
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